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1. The situation on the European continent is characterized by basic 
positive changes. Th~se' ~hanges 'enable us to' speak of the transition 
to a new C<uality in the· re.lations of European countries, characterised 
by the tendency to>Jards collective security and peaceful cooperation. 

Today a number of bilateral and multilateral contracts and agree
ments containing positive commitments with regard to basic problems 
of European security already exist. Undoubtedly the treaties which 
have become effective between the USSR and the People's Republic of 
Poland with the Federal Republic of Germany, the quadrilateral agree
ment on West Berlin and the treaty between the German Democratic Re
public and the Federal Republic of Germany represent the settlement 
on the basis of the principles of peaceful coexistence of particularly 
those questions which have for a long period of time heavily burdened 
mutual relationships of the Eu:opean peoples and states • 

.. ·-·· ... 
Acting peaceful coexistence betl1een states of· different social 
pystems, however, ·does ·not -only ·imply ·the ·reduct:iciri of ·conflict 
areas and tensions, but also the transition to a higher level of 
&qual, mutually more advantageous. cooperation. Relations between .- · 
the USSR and France and the principles on which they are based, are 
already today convincing evidence of this. 

The changed political climate in Europe is strikingly expressed 
in the fact that the convention of a state conference for security 
and cooperation has the approval of all states on the continent, and 
the USA and Canada as well. 

Despite this indisputable change, it must be stated soberly that 
Europe is still in a phase of transition. Its post-11ar history 
is finished, but the bases for the new stage in its history have 
not yet been determined in an equally binding and lasting way for 
all states. Obviously opposing forces are also effective which are 
attemptina'to maintain hostile confr~ntation and impede the enforce
ment of the principles of peaceful coexistence. Theses forces are to 
be found above all among influential politicians and military re
presentatives of the NATO bloc. 

The development towards peace, security and cooperation in Europe 
as the determining tendency in Europe.an politics does not take 
place by itself, but is a consequence of the action of those national 
and social forces interested in peace and progress. 

2. The political structure of present-day Europe is very varied. It is 
characterised by the existence of more than 30 sovereign states of 
opposing social systems 11hich also differ in their political system 
and national idiosyncrasies. 

Socialist and capitalist states exist side by side, developing in 
accordance with the inner specific laws of their social order. 

Some European states belong to military-political groupings, while 
others are not bound by a pact and are neutral. 

There are many economic alliances. 
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Betweenc.the: co,untries of Europ,E( there are also differences with 
r~gara· to their !Size._ ... 

'r .· '· .. J> ::- ..... 
Thi's differentiation on: the Euro.pean · si:ene· _is· ·e?C:Pressed in dif- · 
ferent ·levels o"f .interests. Rea'listically/.problems concerning· 
the entire continent can _only be solved if these differences are 

· taken <i·n to: --a:c,coun t .~, Implem,e11t ing peace fu 1 eo existence >li 11· lead 
to an intensification 6':i: peaceful competition between both so..: · · 

.cial systems on all sectors. . . ''. 

The creation of a:·~y~tem of collective. security and cooperation 
must· be b~sed ori the political and. social realities existing cin 
'the_continent."Therefore the prerequisite for this process-is· 
the respect. of 'the. ·sover'ed.gn equality of all state's., the. strict 
obeervance of the principle of non-interference in the af,fah:;;.: 
of other states and the abstention from any kind of discrimination, 

.The creation. of a system of collective security and peaceful' co
operation in Europ-e today is the decisive: common denominator 'in 
which the parallel, coinc'idi'ng and cbnformi'ng- interests. of a,lJ,, 
people:s a'nd ·s.ta•tes of the continent can be combined. 

' ... :; i: !: . . ;::. . 

This 'i·s based above all on the follqwing factors, which wciilld 
provide favorable prerequisites for·c~ilcrete agreements based 
on ·international. la>l at the European s'tate conference•·:i:·tself 
and after: · 

-·In view of the international relation of forces >~hicli is de-
. veloping more and . more . in favor of the forces of peace·; and 
in vie1• of .. the· special. dangers which would result for th'e · en.:. 
tire cont_inent from. a confrontation of military potential' 
concentrated in the .. narrow· European area,, H is increasingly · 
obvious'· that 'tliere is no alternative to peaceful coexistence·'_, 
and that sec~rity regulations in ·.Europe must encompass th~jn, .. · 
entire continent·. · · · . , . 

- In the interest of maintaining their independe'nce, 'sovereignty 
and territo-rial integrity, all Europ_ean countries ·ar'e int'er;_ 
est'ed···in .. the:..recogni tion oj' the inviolability of"-'their borders 
and the <renunciation -of force. This int_erest can o'n1'y' be 
effectivei'ly •protected if the respective principies have uni-
versal validity. '·• ·;. . . '{" 

- With the internationalization of economic :life, the necessity 
for ~u interest in the extension of long-term. economic and 

. ,. scientific-technical cooperation increases, also between- states 
. with different· soci?-1 systems. Mor·eover, the Eurqpean area 
offers_ particui<irly good prerequisites for cooperation. . . 

-The creation-of such international political relati6ns'which 
enable ·.a dec.rease in armament, expenditures is in tl:ie interest 
of economic growth,· and. above all of ~~ciai' progress for the 
peo~les. · · · ... 

; ; 
Due to the specific ch;,_racteristi~~ _of the poli t.~cal and economic 
geography of EJlrope_, ·a number of -p;roblems of infrastructure, 
·e'nergy and ·raw -illaterial sources' and environmental 'prote'ction 
can only be solved by cooperation' wi th"e'qual rights of 'the·.: · 
s'tates of the continent. "· '· · ., ·: •• / .,:;- -
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This, ~oincidence of interests. ·does not ·cancel out the partly 
diverging motives and aims resulting from the social and national 
order of:the.countries of Europe; there is a dialectic reciproca~ 
relation. between the divergence of 'the systems and their peaceful 
coexistence. Correspqnding agreements must therefore of necessity 
ha..;e a C()mpromise, character •. They can only be lasting if these iire 
rea.lly true compromises with no disadvantage or discrimination· for 
any state or· any group o·f states. 

This. v1ould give all states the possibility - irrespective of their 
size and possible membership in military-political groups - to make 
an adequate contribution, in their own interest, and with equal 
rights, to securi=ty and cooperatiO'n, a.nd to the peaceful economic, 
scientific·and cultural development of the continent and to have a 

4. Holding a conference of the states of Europe, the USA and Canada 
as ·soon as possible is ·the m·ost realistic and promising way. to 
agreements binding· on ·international· lai-1 for a system of collective 
security an~ d6operation on the continent. 

The proposed 'conference· takes tl>e 'poi:i. tical structure of present
day Europe into account; it offers all states the possibility of 
participating ,.{th' full equal r'ights, and excludes the out-vqting 
of individual states or groups of states. The form of the states· 
conference constitutes, due to its. flexible· structure·, the bae;is 
for a gradual transition to a comprehensive continental system.bf 
security. and cooperation. The character of the conference will, 
under present conditions, also do best .justice to the fact that 
the creation of a system of European security and cooperatio·n· .is 
a dravm-out proces.,· ,undoubtedly requiring a number of ·conference. 

Just because this conference of states· to be convened· will only 
be the first of a number of conferences,· its success will depend 
deoisively on concentration on priorities for.the peaceful develop.:. 
ment of relations between European states. Starting with the 
priority of politics would form the keystone for tl!e successful 
continuation and further .development of the process to .. be initiated 
by the conference directed ~owards the general exercising of peace
ful coexistence and diverse, mutually-advantageous. cooperation 
between states. In this \;ay the conference would not be .burdened 
by.problems which can only be solved after the creation ·of the 
necessary political prerequisites. This v10uld also prevent it 
from adopting the character of negotiations of political-military 
groupings as ·would· be ·the case if priori ties were reverse<;!. in· favor 
of military securit~;problems. On the other hand; the flexibility 
of the conference. character offers the :possibility of solving certain 
partial problems ·of. security and cooperation by means of special 
negotiations parallel .. to the agreement on basic political principles. 
In this way, and still observing priority for political questforis, 
questions of thi redtiction of military confrontation and armament 
could also be soived mo~e easily. 

In the opiniol'!-.of the socialist states, it should and can 
alsC' .be possibie :in the. course. of .. the development of good 

· relations arid .Co()peration between European states· in 
est of peace to .. o.verc.ome the di visi.on of the continent in 
political gr.oupi'ngs; .... ... • 

finally 
neighborly 
the inter
military-

.. / .. 
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The necessary··institutionalization of European security and co
operation. requires- a· smooth·· preparation .and convocation of the 
conference of European states and the USA and Canada. Clarifi
cation of-still outstanding questions- agenda, date, location· 
and procedure - could best be achieved at a multilateral-- consul
tative ·me·eting, proposed by the Finnish Government for late 
November; at which all• interested states should .participate on an 
equal basis. All the ·prerequisites exist for the conference itself 
to sta.rt.: work. in the first half of 1973. 

5. Guaranteeing peace and security on the continent demands a system 
of obligations for all·European states and concrete measures 
which put relations :between European states on a new, peacefuL· ,. -,· 
basis. 

These bas:i.'~ principl.;H3_ of'European. security and cooperation are 
above all the r'enunciation' of the threat or use of force, inviola
bility of the borders now existing in Europe and territorial 
integ:r;ity of European states, development of relations of peaceful 
coe<Ci'stence_ between states of opposing social· orders, development 
of-good neighborly relations on the basis of absolute equality, 
sovereignty 1 independenc-e and non-interference in internal affairs 
and of mutual advantage in the interest of peace. 

The first concrete major. re.sult of the negotiations of the con
ference of states.· might be a treaty or similar binding document 
of international law which; by determining the basic principles 
of the relations between states in Europe, would provide the 
outline that could be filled in by further concrete ·agreements .,, ,-' 
on other areas. The endorsement. by international law by all states 
of the continent between themselves and with third states to adhere 
strictly to these principles would be in full:accordance with the 
UN Chartl'lr and would make the improvement in the si tuatibn in 
Europe more-permanent •. Non-reoognition of some of .these principles, 
e.g. of the principle of the inviolability of all state borders 
existing in Europe or the principle of equality and non-discrimi
nation, were the decisive reasons for tension and conflicts in the 
post-war .period •. In the·: same way, attempts made to give the 
character of a provisional situation to reali.ties in Europe and 
to keep certain questions open result in the maintenance of fa
cusses of tension and conflict. 

6. The structures and parameters of a developing system of European 
security and-cooperation must be based on the principle of 
sovereign equality of all. ·European states,· which are fundamentally 
granted the same· rights and .. duties. The safe-guarding of national 
sovereignty must be in keeping _with the acceptance of all-European 
obligations. The suitable starting point for the necessary structures 
of European security· is. therefore the European conference of states 
as such,· 1-1hich could. take.oon .a:upermanent character and establish 
expert groups ·fo'r- stngle :.qU:eist.ions. Existing regional state alliances 
could act as· consillrtants-.. tb ·.the states of the continent if all 
participants agr.ee• .j · o 

. . • r . 

In the interest of coopin(a'tion of all states on tile ba<;;is of equal. 
rights, irrespective of. their membership to such alliances, the 
direct participation of such insti tutioJ18. is not expedient; A 

o o/ o o: 
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permanen't·· European i:ite:te conference could also use the services. 
of Europe·an ·social institutions - for example, scientific societies -
in ~<orking out:solutions to·problems. A system of security and co
operatio·n of.· aB. !':uropeari states ·does not exclude the possibility 
of more;·comprehensive bilateral or multilateral relations bet~<een
European states ·and their c·lose cooperation. Such agreements might 
even have a propitious 'influence on relations between all European 
stat'es -if' they ·do not follow aims directed ·against European se-.· 
curity and do not include any discriminating regulations against 
other states or groups of states. 

·· ... :· 
Regarding the q·uestion. of the structure of a Euro:pean system of 
security and cooperation, it is decisively important that it is· 
based on the strict recognition of realities and is flexible enough ... 
for a gradual extension of its contents according to the_progress 
made .in the implementation of the basic political principles of 
relations between. .. states in Europe .• ;-

In a. very general sense, i-n. -the· creation o'f a collec'tive system _o'f. · .. 
securi ty .. arid_ cooperation in Europe· we will be d·ealing for a certain"' 
period 'of tu;e, >li th the .int~rplay of a number of constant and. dy~ · .. , 
namic factors. · . ., -,." 

The development of peaceful :relat-ions between all states on the--
continent on the- b·asi's o·f 'the general binding principles of inter-. ,.,-, 
national law may lead· to such 'ge-nerally advantageous coope-ration: .. ,' 
between European states that the idea of a joint Europe--m'ight change· 
from a term to practic·al· reality. 'This will be possible when states 
respect· the national and social:i:lelitity of other countries and do· 
not use cooperation as a means of interfering in internal. 'affairs. 
On this basis, ·comprehensive cooperation between all Europea'n states'· 
on the economic, scientific and cultural sectors and in the· develop-· 
ment o'f ·the infra-structure: - abov·e all ·of· communication and traffi-c -
and in"solving problems· of environmental. protection will be possible 
to the. advantage of ll.ll .• ·If, in doing ·so,- all- states strittly ob-
serv,· 'equal rights and do not allow the exchange connected >li th 
it to be misused for purposes of ideologic diversion, an atmosphere 
of mutual confidence may 'be created >Jhich will bring .t;he- European 
nations closer to each other. 

This cooperation on the basis of mutual respect and mutual con
fidence can only develop if differences between the social systems 
are not ignored. It also presupposes the strict observance of. 
the principles of sovereignty and non-interference in internal 
affairs with regard to the decisions of individual states on ·the
content, scope and modalities of exchange." 

The development of a system of continental security and cooperation , 
in Europa .would be· extremely signifi·cance for the development ._of · .. 
all international re-lations. A :.wdel-would be created· for how· the· 
non-1;ar:ping, 'side-:by-·side exist<·nce of states with different socia'l 
orders might be transformed into.- peaceful co-existenc·e without 
cancelling out the divergences of the social systems. At the same 
time such a devel.op'm_e.nt in Europe would be an important pr'er_equi_si te .· 
for the Eur'op_ean states to make a more effective contribution· to,.' .. ' 
the solution of economic and other problems in the world. :· .. / .. 

-. 
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Inter-stat·e· ·a·gre_ements on t:i" reduction of· armed ··forces and armaments 
in Europe. could forti:fy security ·on .our continent. In vie« of .the 
concentrated military power of the existing alliance systems, mea
sures for reducting troops and armaments ·would be particularly 
necessary""" and usefuL Steps 'iri this direction .have been suggeste_a· and 
demand~d 'f'or y'ears .in the various plans and campaigns o{ European 
governments for nuc'lear lo(eapon•free zones and other measur-es for 
armament restrictions. Such proposals as are presently being made· 
by some NATO states to MBFR could have a similar effect. It is b·eing 
increasingly recognized that the escalation of military strength, 
the so-called balance of terror, o·ffers fewer guarantees for se~.·· 
curity than a security .~ystem based on a·'reduc·tion of armed forces. 
and armaments, provided· these reductions do not grant advantages -to. 
one side·. 

A priority cif political steps of detente as against disarmament 
measures is an exper:Lence ·out of the practice of· present inter--/·· 
national relations. A multilateral renunciation of force, as might 
be agreed on by an all-European security conference, would signi
ficantly improve conditions for the reduction of armaments and 
troops. The details of ·an armament reduction in Europe would cer
tainly not b~long. to the· subjects of'"negotiations at a European· 
security"conf~rence, but they could be discussed parallel to the 
solution of basic'. political' questions. . 

··.! 

; I. ' .. ·~ . 
The urgent ·problem of a' reduction of·troops and armaments in Europe. 
is insolubly"tied to the over-all problematice of the general 
military relation·" of for~'e!l in the world and is, to a certain. , ... 
degree,,_ everi·' influenced by· it, even pa'rtially also dependent on 
it. That_is why il.s many European ·states'as possible should promote 
the holdin'g of a world disarmament c'ob:-fe're'nte', particula."rly in' 
the interest of·solving specific Eurbpeail'disarmament questions. 
They should demand the setting-up of a competent preparatory body. 
for this purpose with the representation of absolutely all nuclear
~<eapon pbwers, arid help to institut~ it. .:-., . . · · ·· . . . . . 

. ... 
9. }m extremely important factor in the present development' in· !Europe·. 

'is the ;public movement for' security and cooperation, ··which ;is< in~··' 
creasing in strength and. organization~ It is' an' iridepen'dent poli'• ~-
ti.cal pote'ntial ·which mu'st· definitely 'be· 'co'nsider·E;d ·in an analys'is . 
of' th!i"prl:!sim't. ·and •future development. A' mile'-stO'rie in the develop
ment of tli'is movement ~<as the; As'.Sembly of···Bru.Ss.els in early June, 
1972, the most represe.nt.ative meeting of public personalities ever 
known in the history .of. our Continent. The 'pi.iblic movem\J'nt has 
many sectors ahd i's "composed of· members and re-presentative's of ' 
various clasS'es·, groups· and· organisation's w:i!'th ·different political
ideological aims and concepts. However, they are joined together 
by a common platform, demonstrating the existence of a superiour 
unity: the strong demand for the immedi'a:te convocation of a con
ference of states. 

The public movement has committed itself to two major tasks: 
first, it is qualified to promote a constructive exchange of 
opinions on the ideas of the public and its representatives -
members of parliament, communal politicians, scientists and artists, 
representatives of parties, trade unions, youth and women's organi-

• ./ .. 
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zations 1 as well as of busi-ness groups, churches and religious 
communi ties, of national and international organizations - and., 
to formulate recommendations and aid: decisions ~<hich can be 
submitted to the governments and/or conference of stat~-s and 
their organs. Secondly, it is qualified to lend the necessary 
moral authority of the peoples to the binding agreements according 
to international la\'1 of the governments and legislative bodies o·f 
states, helping them to become fully effective in the interest. 
of the v1hole of Europe. 

European security and cooperation is also measured by the peoples 
according to the possibilities it opens up for improving the 
many-sided conditions of their lives and social progress. Thus 
such a system will also enhance social life in the individual 
countries, and the feeling of responsibility of their citizens 
for peace and progress on the continent, and will further re-
stri~t the possibilities of reactionary forces to disturb this, 
devel6pment. Herein lies·a decisive dynamic element of the system• .... 
of European security and cooperation. ,, 

10. Science is in a position to play a positive part of its own-in_ 
the favourable result of the European conference of states and_ for 
the development· of security and cooperation on the continent.· The .. 
development of the scientific exchange ofideas·by competent 
scholars and scientific institutions on these problems could help 
governments to obtain more exact and detailed knowledge of the_ 
interests and standpoints of the peoples and states concerned 
and thus reduce distrust. As it is, appropriate scientific in~. 
sti tutions are working out various possibilities for solving . _, 
European problems for the politicians and governments of their· 
countries. Open scientific ·contact between them is helping to
concentrate the negotiations between the states on real basic 
pol-itical questions. 

Finally, science also plays a key part in working out prognoses 
and programs for future development of the continent. Here the 
responsibility of the scientist towards society becomes very 
apparent, because the course of European history is not an automatic 
process, it. is determined by the struggle of politically dedicated .. 
social forces. This dedication to a peaceful and substantial · 
future on the c·ontinent cannot be evaded above all by a responsible 
science because of· the great effect its results mi·ght have. 

Therefore, it is no coincidence that the initiatives and meetings 
of dedicated scientists· have great prominence in the movement of., 
the de"nio"cratic public of Europe for security and cooperation.. ., . 

••• 

• 
• 
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Johan GALTUNG: 

MBFR (Mutual and Balanced Force Reduction) 

'No .f'ormula ·should stimulate initial scepticism as much as 
this one, since this is only a new acronym for what they have 
always tried to do.· Bu't as o.pposed to the McCloy-Zorin doctrine 
there is now less mention of control. How significant that· is 
remains to be seen, but there is less talk about the two types of 
control (contr.ol of that which is destroyed/removed, as opposed .to 
control of that which remains) than there was ten years ago. This 
may be .a sign of growing insight in how counterproductive premature 
insiste~ce on control may be. 

We doubt very much that there is. much .to gain under this MBFR 
formula alone.. For reduction to be. balanced there has to· be a 
baseline, a commonly agreed estimate of the military .capabili tY . .P.A: 
either side. But is any side really interested in having the.other 
side know its capability? Wi.ll' the other side ever believe that it 
knows? Why should one suddenly' assume that in the early 1970s, govern
ments, for some r.eason, bec.;_me honest. about their military capabilities? 
What would make them refrain from cheating sufficiently much to 
keep that little e~.ge the?' believe to be significant? 

•.... --- -·- " ... .. 
Yet they may.proceed with.out a baseline, just trying to.get 

rid of some of the system.· If "balance" is interpreted this way, 
assuming that they are more or less equal and only h·ying ·to cut' · 
off the top of the deve'lo·prnent, it may be more meaningful. ·In · 
other words, one might proceed on the basis of exact pairing, a 
dollar for a dollar, a man for a·man, a tank for a tank, a.fighter
bomber for a fighter-bomber •. And one may also develop more·cornplex. 
formulas, taking geographical asymmetries into consideration •. In 
the past this has not ·proven a very fruitful approach, but there 
may be some more leeway in the system now •. ··More particularly, there 
may be some possibilities of withdrawal of foreign troops on a 
balanced oasis, ."balance" including reference to geographical . 
parameters. 

Two special components should be singl.ed out for ·Some attention 
&nee they appear frequently in public debates, an& since they may 
represent important pitfalls. against which the public should. be 
warned.. These. are manpower .. reduction and budget reduction. 

Manpower reduction might be the obvious answer to the increas
ing unpopularity of military service in all countries, as far as one 
can judge. It may also b€> a disarmament issue popular in public. 
opinion since its impact is highly visible, both in the families 
from which the forces are drawn, and in the districts where they are 
stationed. But few measures can be so· deceptive. If disarmament is 
to mean anything, it'.rnust mean a. reducti6n of destructive capability, 
of the total machinery,· not of any single. compo.nent. And since most 
organizations in modern ·societies are· accustomed to structural 
rationalizatib!)., . to transi hons. from labor intensive to capital 

. \' ·;; . 
0 ./. ~ 
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and research intensive patterns, the military would hardly form any 
exception. It is not to be expected that a r..ftpower cut would be 
unaccompanied ·by -a ll:1nipower increase: in fact, thE) tl~o are probably .. 
related so that 1~hen ·one goes down, the other goes u·p. Where ' . . 
there is little ·or no hard>~are, a 50% sofb1are cut would be serio·us; 
11ith much hardware even a 75% cut might in fact mean increased 
destructive capacity, 

If manpower reduction ·would encourage· more capital int·ensi ve . 
military machines, budget reductio~ would encourage more research 
intensivity. A cut in the budget would mean a tremendous stimulus 
to the imagination and general inventiveness of the top planners 
>Jho suddenly would have to obtain ·the same or more destructive . 
capability for less money •.... One. way of getting around this would be 
to put a cei1l.ng· on lab.oratory capacity·, since this is where this 
spiral leads us. In other words,. any discussion of MBFR that does 
not sooner or ·later involve laboratories·phould·be regarded with the 
gr.eatest, suspicion. But an MBFR agreemen"t that would set some 
ceilin~·nn laboratory cap~city ubder military control, and would 
even institute some control mechanism on this, at the samo time 
as there is manpower re~ucti~n and budget cut in the agreement -
such an agreement might start looking serious. 

Exchange of Observers and the Movement of Alliances 

These are ri01~ conventional issues, and·have been on the agenda 
for a long. time, ·in various forms. ·one Soviet leader once suggested 
that since there were mab·y spies in the world; >Jho in fact derived 
their pay from both blocs because they were employed by both, it 
1~ould be more rational to agree on a joint salary and exchange. 
information more directly. The exchange of observers can be seen 
as an institutionalization of espionage; but possibly less effective, 
and it would hardly do away with espionage. But it might de-mystify 
some aspects·of the military machine on the other side. On the 
other hand, it is also likely to lead to an even greater degree of 
homogenization between the military machines. 

One i tern here ... might be the idea of using third parties a.·s 
observers in addition to the exchange of partisan observers, ··s.o that 
the world communi·ty as a: whole is also brought in. The third 
party could then take the form of UN appointed observers, also from 
non-European countrie·s - but with the great risk that· they· may· learn 
too much about aspect"s of the military machines not yet developed 
in their own cou.ntry or· region of origin. 

Similar comments can be applied to the mdwement of alliances as. 
to the exchange of observers. By j'ressing really hard on these 
points, one may get to kno1• more: but one may also create· a new 
situation ~<here there· is more to kn~l·! 1 so that the proportion 
kno~m./kno>Jable actually decreases. Spy satellites can conceiv"ably 
be internatii:malized and staqed .by third parties ·who relay their 
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findings to the world, or the satellites c'a;; come in pairs, o::., tp,ere 
can be a dually..;manned satell,ite that relays its findings to· 
both.parties. In any case,· the result may be the same: stimulation 
of inventiveness so as to create. more unobservi'd 'movement •. 

. In a"n. effort· to avoid ·such pitfalls on the road towards at 
least some disarmament, ·let us' theref!Jre try a fresh look. at the 
contro.l issue. 

Control Systems. 

In the .whole history of disarmament, the legal paradigm has 
been dominant as a model. The idea has been that one has to ·arrive 
at binding rules defining an arms level or a disarmament process, 
and that there has to be a control machinery. The latter wOuld, 
roughly speaking, have these compOnents: a detection machinery to 
register reports of, infr'actions, a verJfication proces.s, an adjudication 
process. and .finally some syst.em of sanctions. Experience seems to·· 
speak against this· paradigm: ·the more control, the more motive to · 
cheat; and if in addition there are sanctions, parties will simply 
withdraw.from the system. 

. ··.·. 

On the.· other· hand; from· the failure of stric.t: control to lead .. 
to disarmament, it does not follow that no controi at all leads to 
disarmament, either. The control dimension may actually be less 
relevant, .£E. (the position we take here)'th~re may'be some optimum 
point of "soft" control -. enough to constitute. an incentive to stic:Jt.: .. 
to the agreement and abstain from cheating, yet not enOugh' to · · · · ·· 
stimulate the development of new·weapons systems. 

But who is to carry out the control if neither party is 
willing to assume that those who entered into the agreement from the. 
other side could be completely trusted? Moreover, what can be done 
if nei:llher side wants to admit the other side close enough .to ; 
carry out effective inspection? There are two answers;. two by 
and large untapped resources: the population on either side, and 
third parties. 

The population on either side can only b~ expected to spy on 
its own government and report possible infractions to sOme inter·;:. 
national control ·organ provided 1) it is told to do so explicitly 
by its• own government, not only by the other side, 2) it is given 
access to report ch8:nriel's, and 3) Jt has some guarantees against 
retributions from its own government. None of thes·e conditions 
should be ruled out as Utopian. 

Aio. to the first, n~t only the right but the duty of any 
population to report infractions of an arms control or disarmament 
agreemeri.t going on in its own country should· be w.orked into any· · 
treaty in a standard clause. The government should pledge itself 
to make''the treaty known .in its country, inchiding this clause, and 
to encourage the ci t'ize'ns ·to 'cooperate with the government against 

~ ./ .. 
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others who might engage in some act of circumvention. 

As to the second: this is a technical problem. Some ·kind of 
citizens' ·hot-line might be thought of, some kind of international 
telephone number that could not be locked locally because of inter
national su·pervision, but could not be abused for other purposes 
either because of national participation in that supervision-~ A· 
system of offices belonging to an international control commission 
and well dispe·rsed might also be useful, but the problem is of 
course to guarantee citizens against intimidation from their own 
government. 

As to the third: this is more difficult, but not if the -~ 

first and second points are taken care oL If not, it ~;ould at 
least constitute a signal to the surrounding world.that one of the 
parties has something to hide. 

When it comes to third parties we are, of course, thinking of 
some non~aligned corps lihked to the United Nations, like a UN 
-peace-keeping force" One of their essential duties would be not to 
report to the other side l'lhatever they might have found of a dubious 
character inside one.of.the parties, so as to avoid the use of 
alleged reports to stimulate arms escalation. Needless to say, they 
will be spied upon by both parties, for which reason only persons 
of exceptional integrity could be used, willing to submit to 
rigorous briefing/debriefing procedures. 

As mentioned under zoning, they might also be stationed'in 
special zones. If these are.border ~ones, they might even constitute 
a cordon sanitaire between the two parties - that might even be 
extended so as to include naval and air force units• The latter 
would also have the function of preventing the parties from taking 
risks when they test each other's warning systems. 

Zoning 

Zoning is also a co'!'ponent in a disarmament plan, not a corn- . 
plete plan. It-should be discussed under two angles: 

- dom~: the extension of the geographical area involved, and 
its location 

- sCo£e' the extent of the disarmament, which again splits into 
h1o: what kind of military capability, arid what degree 
of li~itation (freezing, thinning, emp~ying). 

These two dimensions bring in the ;1hole problem of .disarmamen~, 
which concerns precisecv to what degree what kind of military ·· 
capability shall be done away with. So what is gained, if anything, 
by bringing in the concept of zoning? 

First, there_is a certain flexibility because there is one more 
variable.to throw into a bargain, the geographical extension involved. 
Second,. there .are zones in the world which are or have been empty. 

' • ." .. / ~-0· 
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where some or all kinds of military capabilities are .concerned, and 
there has been the hope that if one can start w'i th an empty zone and 
instituionalize it,as empty (e.g. :by e13tab.lishing ,n)lclear~free zones 
in outer space, Ant',rctip., t,he ocean floor in £!,,,certain sense defined 
b;y. the concept o:t'. "<:!rn:Place.m~llt", Latin ArnericaL::then tl'\ere may be a 
sprerad'- ef,fect •. .The. theory of .:the-spread ef.fect 'may .or. inay not b~ 
valid under some conditions; we shall not raise that issue. . 

However, to freeze. what is already empty 'i~ .. non-arml'l,ll)ent·, not . 
disarmament. It differs £rcirn .freezing what is not empty' in at least' . 
twb·irnportant·respects: when a military c;,.pability is present 
there. is usually a tendency to str(mgthen it guanfitativecly1 • and ... --,-· 
there is. a .s:irni~ar tenden,cy to strengthen it qualitatively for. . . · 
inter-sys:tefn .or' intra-'systern· reasons. Both processes are relatively 
easy, a#d:tempting, when inii:l.tary presence and prei:isure are alrea,dy 
established. Hence, we shall refer to freezing of non~empty.liones .. as 
disarmament~ even though at a low leirel. · 

Ex'perience ·do~s not seem to warrant much optimism when it cornea 
to a spread effe_ct froin. J,he freezing of empty zones, But from the. 
freezing of ·non-e~pty zones some process of escalation might be. 
expected; . Thus, consider this diagram: . 

complete 
emptying· 

scope 

\ 

• 
~ •, ~ ... t=t-' ----..1 

,, 

thinning 
' ' 

; ;. . -· ; . 

freezing 

I 
,;o.-rn-'1:-. c-r"'"o-.--'""rn'""a-c_r_o-.----g-::l-o':"b~a-::l-)il __ · do~ai~ .. ·. 

general 

In the lower left-hand corner is the pr.esent situation; in the upper. 
right~hand corner the ideal. image, "general and complete dis.arrnarnent 11 

involving maximum domain and maximum scope, where the whole world 
has been emptied of all military capability. The diagram can be used 
to illustrate one .mor.e way of producing non-results at disarrnarn.ent 
conferences,. in adaition to freezing empty zones: declarations . 
about ''ge~erB:l and c~rnple.te disarmament when it is mor,e than obvious 
that this .does not come about by a jump from the r"eal (corner) to 
the ideal ·(corner). There pas to, be .. a. process, there has to b·e, 
some image of a path, there' have to o·~ concrete first steps. And 
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And the best must not .be permitted to be the enemy of the good. 

The major purpose of the diagram is to indicate two such 
paths, two simple modes of thinking. Both have as a point of de
parture something very modest: a small· territory, and the freezing of 
one component, but it has to be a component already there. Then 
-;;;;roes the escalation hoped for' It may start in either direction, by 

. ~~ 

expanding the. territory, or by proceeding with new military components 
and with thinning .rather than freezing. Whatever is done first, 
the next step will be in the opposite direction; and no attempt should 
be made to do both at the same time.· .. Further, one should not move 
ahead "before some·experience is gained", a diplomatic way of saying· 
"before forces and interests in favor of rearmament hiwe grown 
accustomed to the change". Whether one moves alorig the domain-axis 
by adding territory or along the scope-axis by reducing military 
capability depends on what is' easier in the concrete situation. 

To get such a process started is wore impor,tant· than at which 
precise point it gets started. The Balkans, the Nordic c·auntries 
and/or some modified version of the old Rapacki/Gomulka zone in 
Central Europe (e.g. without Poland) as nuclear-free zones would be 
excellent, but since nothing of this kind has happened so far, per
haps one reason. is that the zones are too big, thaT brie should 
think smaller. It may also be that the zones should be defined by 
other than state borders, e.g; by ·borders that <JOuld facilitate some 
type of control pattern. The ·Ba·ltic sea with its littoral, as w.ell 
as the Black Sea with its littoral might perhaps constitute zones 
for some purposes. So might Berlin;!, and fr:om Berlin some pattern of 
concentric expansion, as suggested by Jules.,Moch many times, might 
be envisaged. What today is happening with' the military machineries 
in such neutral countries as Austria, Finland, and Sv1eden are also 
examples of zones with moves towards freezing .. (the military budget 
in Sweden) and towards thinning out (the software component in 
Austria). . 

Zoning could also be giyen a more direct content. There are 
some pairs of countries where east and west :lri-fhe.traditional 
European sense border on each other: Norway with the Soviet Union, 
the two Germanies, J'RG with Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria with Greece, 
Bulgaria with Turkey, and Turkey with the Soviet Union.: altogether 
six pidrs. If the border areas on either side could become zones of 
however limited extension in at least some of these pairs, for 
instance starting with the shortest ones (Norway-Soviet Union and 
Bulgaria-Turkey) this might be helpful, but not if it leads to com
pensatory armament elsewhere. And such border zones might be. given 
a positive conte.nt in at least two ways. · 

First, the zones could be filled with some institutions of 
cooperation, like summer camps, joint educational institutions on a 
more permanent basis, even some intergovernmental o~ganization for 
cooperation (such as canal, rail or road authorities) as distinct 
from intergovernmental organizations for control. 
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Second, the zones could house international control forces :of 
on'e kind or the other. Elsewhere we have argued. strongly for the· 
inclusion• Cif :non-Europeans and neutral Europeans l.n _such force·s and 
shall not repeat' this plea here, only say that this would. offer a:zi :·.c 
excellent opportunity to globalize the concern for disarmament and. 
avoid European separatism. 

In short, there are advantages to zoning that go beyond general 
MBFR concepts. One such .advantage is that;. ,they are. conc-eptually· · 
locat'ed som-ewhere between the inter- and intra.,.system approaches. 
There are things the parties can do by themselves, and there are 
things .they haye to do together. As a variable it can be thrown 
into an i-IBFR. bargain to 'give more' to. play on. It_ is. visible and 
concrete 1 unlike the _SALT. type of agreement which affects· very few 
people dib3cj;ly. :And it -cap be givena positive content: the 
zone may. not· only'"become a zone of negative· peace .(disarmament) but 
also a zone. for positive peace (cooperation). . ... 

Broader Part'icipation in Disarmament Conferences 

In principi~, ihe UN.is a di~armament conference, but this has 
proved only one more example of the best being the enemy of:_the good. 
In practice the. superpoi<ers have had a decisive -influence in the 
field of disarmament,. but _an intermediate level between. superpo~<ers 
and the UN membership' .has been injected: the CCD. ..Participation 
of non-European states as_well.as·recent colonies is -a significant 
gain," even i-f 'it has been at the ~xpense of basic decisions being 
moved out of the CCD and back to the superpower level. The question 
is what to do about this. · · 

Again reasoning in terms of scope and domain can be utilized, 
It may' l'o(ik.as ·:i:f· 'the· ·greater--the aomilin '(fuore· nations participating)_ 
the lesser the sco_pe .(fewer issues discussed, and even fewer, and 
less central decided upon), However, this is to miss the point, 
for this is ·a problem ·no:t only of decision-making, but also of 
articulation of issu'es. When su'per'j:>owers meet to discuss issues 'they 
may decide over the type of issues meaningful to theo,.which usually 
means not common i"ssues, but shared .issues. 

'Thus; a strong case can be made that despite many dissimilarities· 
there is also much in common between the. US 1965 intervention in the 
Dominican Republic and the Soviet 1968 intervention in Czechoslovakia. 
This is an issue ·the ''¥!1PE1rp0wers ·have "iri cc:iminc:iri, but it i·s not 
shared bet\~een them.· ·1o:~nrticu'la'!<.e the~e lis 'ari issue 'cirie would 'rieed 
a confer-ence where ·n0 t~-cinlj" ware· ·the Dominican 'Republic. and
Czechoslovakia represented, .but precisely_ the .social. forces 
which ~1ere the targets .of th~ interventions (not .necessarily by the 
same people).· ·And that immediately leads to two different expansions 
of 'the issues to be articulated at disarmament conferences, both 
concerned·. with· effqrts to bring· in the vertical- dimension of dis
armament. 

The vertical dimension concerns the kind of arms and the kind 

.. / .. 
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of attack the ·~tr~ng power may ·makG on the ;1eak within its own bloc 
or "spherG of inflliencG 11 j and· the kind of arms and the kind of attaqk 
the strong government may make on the weak people within .. its cwn 
territory. ·The problem raised is nothing less than this: to 
organize. disarmam-~nt co.nfererices so that thGre is .··. 

- an ar.ticulation of the problems of the states reporting a threat·· 
of intervention 

- an articulation of the problems of peop1es reporting a threat of 
governmental power abuse 

The problems here are tremen'dous, and many_ of them are obvious. 
If a state is in danger of being intervened it will probably not 
even dare articulate that fear; and if a people - a minority, a 
district 11i th some tradi t.ion of separatism - {eels thr_eatened by 
new arms developed or acquired by the government, it .will hardly .be 
permitted any participation and also have considerable difficulty 
articulating the fear. For that reason it. may often be that others 
have to do it for them. "This "Usually' m·eans ·big ·powers. in the. oth.e.r ... 
camp, more:than eager to point to sources of dissenfr ~<ithin and 
between nations. When this form of articulation is utilized, however, 
the result is often to reinforce the conflict beh1een the big powers· 
in question, and to transform the vertical problem of disarmament· 
back to the traditional ~orizontal form. And the problem is lost 
sight of·, at the same time as those are strengthened who, for ' 
various r.easons, want to see the world as a stage where Ol11Y the big· 
powers perform roles and among themselves. 

Hence something new has to be done. Here are two suggesti'ons~·· 

The first is a speci~l governmental confGrence on disarmament, 
for small powers only - partly to look into. issuGs involving them
selves only, mainly to look into issues involving their relation to 
big powers. Since the overwhelming majority of these interventions 
have taken place in thG capitalist world, and have taken the form of 
big capitalist po.,ers intervening in small capitalist states·. (or .. 
small statGs on the way to becoming socialist) it would not· be 'i.ri
appropriate if such a conference werG not balanced in the conventional 
East·-West .'sense. Its findings would be followed ;Jith great interest 
also in other. corners of the world. 

.,.. . 

The second would be a spGcial nongovernmental conference of 
opprGssed ·mi-noritGs or majorites, on the disarmament of governments. 
The focus would h~re be the type of armament governments use against· 
their own peopleo;, such as all kinds o.f eavesdropping devices; · 
spying·mach~nery, counter-insurgency_hardware and software: :ln.short, 
the· equipment. for micro-war. The thesis would. not necessarily ·be to· · 
abolish· it all; i.t might well be that one would agree that governments 
have a right, perhaps· even. an obligation, to keep aminimum. Rather, 
the idea would be to discuss criteria for their reduction, upper · 
limits, documentation on use and abuse, searchlights on research;and · 
development, and so on. 

• .. /" 0 
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. . . ·: •'• . 

·Thus, we would strongly supp~rt the iq!3a of a world disarmament 
conference. However, that conference should be seen in a wider per
spective than just as an expansion of the CCD. In fact if that were 
the only dimension, the expansion, a special session of the UN 
General Assembly might be sufficient. What is needed is a world 
disarmament conference. that adds the vertical dimension. As to the·· 
vertical dimension among nations: . this can be done at the governmental· 
level. But theY vertical .dimension inside nations presupposes · 
particip'ation·of non-governments,".even of anti-governments or counter
governments -and.it is hardly to be expected that this will take place· 
within the conventional ·.s·eitting· provided· by intergovernmental 
organizations. Ii'.not, all that is·proved is how inadequate this. 
setting is, and the need for alternative or at least complementary 
settings in o·rder at least to arti·culate the true problems of dis
armament. 

Non-governmental disarmament conferences 

Disarmament is indeed a public concern, but this is not re
flected in disarmament conferences. SALT is a typical example of a 
cov.enant not openly arrived a:t - and there are seri.ous doub'ts as 
to whether it is an open coven,.nt at all (Le. wh~ther there' are. 
secret protocols). Dfsii!;mameri't .. ·conferences are condueted aceording 
to the old niodel of.secret,diplomacy,.yet with·an eye 'to the 
political impacton the public, particularly in election years. 

The usual ratienalizations are.made ample use. of: .the issues are 
too difficult'for the public to understand, negotiations are too 
sensitive, too delicate, the negotiators have to have free hands. 

Elitism can be attacked as such, but in this case it can also be 
attacked on the basis of its fai.l)lre to deliver the promised g()ods. 
Hence the call for active ·aiid.'j,niblic involvement of counter;;_elit1ls :_ .. 
(elites with views,.dif,fering from their governments) and anti-. 
eli tes (the· masses, the. peoples, public. opinion). The, question is. 
how.to do .it. · · · · 

The model best known so far is the model of counter- and 
anti-elites exercising .pressure on their respective· governments. The 
counter-elite could do this secretly by walking in the corridors of 
power, establishing itself as a lobby; or openly by organizing as a 
party, a pressure group, publishing alternative plans, military 
secrets, and· so on. The anti-elites would collect signatures,. make 
demonstrations, occupy offices, destroy some components· (such as 
draft cards) - all of this with or without the count.er-elites. All 
of this has one thing in common: 'the target of the pressure is 
the national government, executive, legislative or military branche·s. 

The counter-model proposed here would not be so much to change 
the methods as to add .to the target the intergovernmental level. Th'is· 
immediately splits into two, for intergovern.mental organizations 
can be instituti.onalized (proper organizations, like the Disarmament 
Section of the UN, .or the CCD for that matter), or ad hoc(conference.s 
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.... ·. .. . . . :·.r 
like. SALT). By and large it is only the former that to some· extent····--· 
have been approached by international.nongovernmental organizations, 
the latter have been too much left in peace. Their plea for peace 
and quiet; ev~n secrec:·yc; has~[i:~·en .:r::spected. . . . . . . . .... . ···- ... 

It is high time for the public at large to start exercising a· 
pressure on these intergovernmental organizations, institutionalized 
.or:. ad hoc, and at a truly transnational level. By that we mean .... 
a parallel conference or a set of parallel manifestations- not 
necessarily an anti-conference, or a demonstration aiming at dis
rupting any work .(or .non-work). It should take place at th~ same 
place and at the same time as the governmental conference, be 
informal, rich in articulation, prodding and insisting, a way of 
airing issues and bringing them to the attention of the public as 
well as the governmental delegates. An important pa:il.t 1;ould b\' <:le
mystification of the intergovernmental conference.by.demoristrating·· 
that technical expertise as. 1;ell as political will are not. mono-· 
polized by the· governmental level and by setting a pattern. for·. 
constructive proposal-making as well as basic cri.ticism. .~·; 

9f course, there may also be occasions where what the 
intergovernmental conference deserves is what the world needs: a 
genuine transnational demonstration, a confrontation of governmental·.·· 
>Jith the nongovernmental, of elites with anti- and·counter-elites 
in cooperation. · Needless to. say 1 this will be· accompanied by use · 
(possibly also abuse) of police, 1;ith encapsulation of the govern
mental conference, with cries of anarchy, and so on - which has 
always been the case when elite monopolies have been challenged in 
a more basic manner. But these would, hopefully, be extreme cases 
only. 

An Internatio"rial Storehouse.of Disarmament.Ideas 

It is vital to have good documentation of the current state of 
affairs in the .field of armament, disarmament and arms control - as 
is done, for instance, by the Stockholm International Peace Research 
Institute (SIPRI). But it is a major fallacy of empiricism(or 
positivism)to believe that by some kind of particular and automatic 
mental alchemy sol,.utions to a·.problem follow from first-rate docu
mentation.of the problem. It is not even obvious that motivation 
to solve a problem increases with the quaJtity and quality of docu
mentation on it. On the contrary: some may be led to.believe that 
the problem is insolvable, others that it is not ·that frightening, 
still othe.rs that enopgh is already being done. This, ·Of course, 
is no argument against documentation, only a way of saying the 
obvious: it is not enough. 

What is riee~e(f in. iii:fdfti;~:~·· "to excellent' descriptions of .the 
current state of affairs, predictions about what would happen :i_·f th·e ·• • · 
system is ··left unchecked, as well as good theory~construction ·as to".:·, .. ·, 
why it is.as it is? Simply stated, two things: some vision of the 
goal, a"disarmed world\' a "world without the bomb" - but in detail, 
1;ith specifications - some vision of how to get there and some very 
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concrete ideas as to the first steps. All of this is needed: the 
ultimate goal without indications of the first steps becomes empty 
utopianism; first steps without a visi;m of the long-term goal 
and tactics without strategy becomes empty, bureaucratic pragmatism, 
even ritualism. 

It is customary to say that there is no scarcity of ideas, that 
what is lacking is the tipoli tical willn. This is a highly misleading 
stateme~t, and.can only serve those irt whose interest it is tq be 
defended against new ideas and perspectives. 

* * • 

Attacking the· Hardware. 

To produce military hardware one needs the same categories of· 
thingsas to produce anything else: raw materials, capital and work. 
Work is the most immediat('>lyhuman factor,. and it splits into two: 
scienti'sts· ·to develop qualitatively ne><· weapons systems, ><orkers 
to produc<'>. larger quanti·ties of .already developed weapons systems. 
In addition, there are people hiring them and making them work, 
through ideological commitment 1 reward 1 or pun.ishment. We shall 
assume that these people,. who. presumably also are well represented 
at disarmament confeo>J'ences, are immune to basic change,. but that 
scientists artd wt>rkers are not. The question is: what would one 
have t·o: do if scientists and 1;orkers were to withdraw from contri~ 
buting to the military machinery? 

a. Scientists. Traditionally the scientist has been availabl~'at the 
call and pay of. his government, also to develop weapons, ariy 
weapons.· If not all scientists participated, ·there have always 
been some. The situation bears some similarity to ·slave-merchants 
who also professed t~ ·work for the benefit of the national· or· local· 
economy 1 . in: addi ticl<n .to their own. What will make the scientists 
abstain from this activity? One might think in terms of three·. differ
ent strategies here, 

As to ideology: There is now a new generation of scientists 
growing up, at least in the west, with an ideology that is much 
more critical and also more transnational. The proportion willing 
to serve defense research establishments is probably de~reasing 
(although the absolute· number may well increase). A pcientific 
oath, some kind of Hippocratic oath for all scientists, might be 
useful. '' 

As to.i-eward: competitive salaries outside defense industry, 
or a premium for scientists who publicly leave defer113e industry . 
might also. be very useful. And as to punishment: public exposure 
of sci~nt:lsts .i<o:rking for' ·defense industry, expuls:ion from 
scientific 'unions• >iithdre.wal of academic honors, including Nobel 
prices, etc.;· shonld all be considered. 
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b. Workers. Traditionally workers have always been regarded as 
vulnerable, as strategically weak: they must earn their living 
from somewhere, But if this were the entire truth, there would 
never have been trade unions and political fights, often with 
tremendous achievements. Bu.t why do v10rkers in general not ·fight in 
order not to produce for the military? For the simple reason that 
they are not motivated for this fight. Defense industry pays; and 
defe.nse industry aimed at produ'ction of hardware to. be used against 
workers in otnGr parts of the world, particularly in colonie15 1 does 
not pay worse than any other deferise industry. If this is. to 
change, workers have to change: they have to see more clearly.the 
impact of 1-1hat they are doing and throw away such rationalizations 
as mentioned above. 

To argue that it is impossible to expect strikes among 1•orkers 
against defense industry 1 not because of salaries, nor because.' o·f.' ......... . 
1-1orki-ng condi tidns or participation, but simply because of the pro
duct_ itself is, in a 15ense 1 to argue that anything workers could do 
is impossible. This is an insult to 1-1drkers, and as such it enjoys 
a curious popularity among many intellectuals to the left (that 
intelle'ctiials to the right also engage in this type of thinking. is 
not surprising since so much of their ideology is based on the 
notion of the worker as inferior). · 

A higher level of consciousness among workers would be one pre
condition so that they could go on strike against the production 
(and transportation) of-at least some types of wedpbnry - for 
instance that used against other workers in other countries, or in. 
their own. A re1;ard and punishment system of the types indicated :: 
for scientists-might also have some function. However, at tllis 
point there is one basic difference between workers and scientists~ 
fewer workers may just lead to more automation in the production, 
1-lhereas lol·l or no availability of scientists may stop the qualitative 
arms race. It may be argued that there will always be some 
scientiet available, which is probably true. But it.is very 
.important .1·1hether they belong to the di te class or to the intellectual 
riff-raff among scientists - the possibility of a sustained arms . 
race may depend on ••••• (three or four words missing) 

Attacking the Softl<are 

To make military hardv1are work, persons are needed 1 human · 
beings. 11e shall distinguish between officers and soldiers. In 
addition, there· are people hit>her- up, _hiring them and making. them 
work. Once more 1•e shall assume that they are immune tci ·basic ·.. · 
change, whereas officers and soldiers are not. The ~estion is: what 
would: one have to do if officers and soldiers were to 1-1ithdraw from 
the military machinery? 

Officers: Officers are person·s 1·1ho have· chosen a military career.
This ·career should be made less attractive, even to .the point of 
being discredited, at least in countries that show persistent ·• 

.. / .. 
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tendencies to engage in repressive military activity. For this 
.to happen there are two strategies.which may be less contradictory 
than·.they S(O)em: isolation, .. ·even.;to ·the po'int of ostracism 
(as when .the· US ROTC was thro~n-out of the Ivy League• colleges) 
and. a highe:r leve1._0 f. crftic.al·a>Jareness. ·However, o·fficers, 
unlike scientists,- workerl;', ·o-r soldiers, have cho13en this career, 
have opted for it rather than. just drifting into .it,· so it is 
not to be expected that this will yield much in terms of reduced 
software capacity. ...'':·.:":·•:: .. ·.· .. .. 

Soldiers: We are.,here ·thinking of volunteers as well as professionals, 
except for the· truly commi.t.ted professional who is more simi:har 
to an officer. _What makes a :so.ldier shoot, .. kill? He may be 
motivated through some -ir)doctrination, for which reason· persistent
fight against war propaganda, against instilling hatred.of other 
groups and. nations (also -'of the members of .ot·her classes, as 
.persons). should be outla"1e:d. Cinema glorification of vio·lei)ce 
as ·is done, in. most, .capi.ta'!ist- countries falls into . the same 
ca(egory •.. A higher level -of .consciousness so as to· discriminate·· 
bet,we.en wars,. at -least. so as to develop cri teritf; would b·e ~ , .. : 
esseptial. 

. ·soldiers also. kill because::they are paid to do so, and beca:use 
they are punished (as deserters., as disobedient) if they do not .: 
kill. A world campaign against. mercenaries of any kind, against 
killing .for money, a higher a>Jareness among ·people so that they 
regar,d that.· kind ··a·f."iiioriey the s.ame way as· one would today regard·, 
say, money obtained by selJ,_ing. 'slaves; wouid be. useful. And 
correspondin:gly• with punishment: the right· of mil'i tary to have their 
own judiciary ll,nd even exercise capital pun·ishment must be· 
attacked. .The abolition of the whole syst.em of mili ta:ry· courts 
yc?llld be, tremendously useful in this connec.tion. .If mili ta'ry 
machines cannot .functi9n except by a combination the carrot and the 
stick, .and· even big. money .. for. big killing> and. big stick for 
failur'e to. kill ,- then the military machine is certainly· itself 
the major .enemy.·ev.ei\-.if it carries one's own national· calor. -: 

Conscientious objection to military service must also be 
mentioned in this connection, although today it.stands as one among 
very many strategies •. ,· It ra:i,ses the problem of. whether those who . 
have the. "critical .a;,.areness". mentioned above . slicititci.; ieave . the· 
military or ">JorJ:<. _frc;>_m the .inside\'. This ·is a. fine theoretical· 
problem but in practice,p;rpbably_a problem of both-and rather 
than .ei ther-cir. Thus, ·some. will leave; some will make anti-war 
propaganda on the inside, hand back medals given them in a dirty 
war, and so on. There is one danger with this approach, however: 
that it. degenerates to empty trade. unionism aiming at better 
conditions for the soldier13 rather ·than at the military m~chi_n(( .. c .. 

i tse:j.r;· The result may be a· stronger· -military machinery rather 
than· any weakening .from the .inside_.:.•.·.However that may. be; .. what· is 
advocated here .. is no.t a solute pacifi13m, but a critical attitude 
>lhich 'wo.uld make it :i,mpossible for any leadership·•to expect 

.... 
·'. 
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obedience relative to any order. What is argued here is the impera
tive necessity of developing military personnel at least capable 
of making a distinction between wars of aggression and wars of 
defense·, and beh1een wars for or against repression. Once that 
distinction is made, one would also expect them to develop sufficient 
integrity t~ obey, or disobey, accordingly. 

Attacking the Budgets 

we· have mentioned before that budgets might be included in the 
inter-system approach both under the MBFR and the zoning approaches. 
However, since the budget is essentially under national.control, 
a discussion of the possibilities also belongs here. 

There are many ways of approaching the problem of the military 
·budg~t, and all of them are complicated by the circumstance that the 
military budget is hard to isolate. Like hardware production, it 
can consist of all kinds of civilian components put together for a 
military purpose with the knowledge of only a very few. But with a 
high amount of critical awareness in society this may become more 
transpar'ent than today, so let us assume that it is nevertheless 
meaningful to talk about such a thing as a "military budget" - that 
this term has an empirical referent, so to speak. 

In that case, a first task must be to freeze the budget; and 
this must be done in absolute terms, not in relative terms. To 
peg the ·budget on· a percentage of GNP 1 national income, or central 
government expenditure has nothing to· do with freezing, unless the 
country has zero economic growth and/or a stagnant public sector. 
(Such countries are rare, and particularly rare among the countries 
whose military budgets matter in this connection.) Of· course, there 
is the problem of salary adjustments and inflation, but then 
the formula for freezing the budget should be based explicitly on 
such factors and not on a general assumption that the military 

·sector has the same right to expand as the economy as a whole or the 
public sector. 

The second task would be to look more closely at the 
composition.of the budget, and most particularly at the allocation 
for research and development. If they are not .subject to cuts, but 
regarded as sacrosanct or even permit·ted to expand, then even 
with a budget that otherwise may be shrinking little or nothing 
is gained; what looks like a gain might even be a loss to the· 
cause' of ·disarmament. 

The third task would be to think and act in terms of c·uts . 
in the budget. Some of this may be negotiated internationally as 
part of an MBFR. Much, perhaps most, will have to be done ins.ide 
the countries, and not necessarily in institutionalized forms. Thus, 
one can make the military budget a major issue and· organize against 
decision-makers· who do not go in for cuts. Or, ·onecan take 
recourse to such methods as tax withdrawal, refusal to pay taxes 
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in the amount of the percentage corresponding to the military 
sector. The latter is difficult in capitalist countries with pay
as-you-earn taxation, and in socialist countries because of the 
very low level of taxation anyhow. In both systems heavy punishment 
would be the likely result since such decisions are seen as the pre
rogative of the decision-makers; and if military taxes are in the 
focus an element of military adjudication would probably also enter. 

Publication of Military Secrets 

The concept of the "spy" has so far been reserved for a person 
who, often under great danger to self, gets military secrets from 
one side and hands them over to the other - with or without handsome 
material rewards to himself. This type of spy is inseparable from 
the whole war system. He is needed both to estimate the destructive 
power on the other side and to enhance one's own, as well as to find 
vulnerable spots on the other side and to conceal one's own. 

This type should be contrasted with a new, transnational type 
of "spy" whose emergence one might hope for: the"spy" who gets 
military secrets and publishes them to the world at large, to 
humanity. He does it for no material reward, although his job 
would be so useful that he might also very well be paid for it, 
from some transnational fund if that could be made available. 

His task would be to expose the military machine, much as Daniel 
Ellsberg did "ith the Pentagon when he published the Pentagon Papers; 
or like the group in England that some years ago exposed the secret 
hiding place (in case of war) of the central government. Again, the 
point would not necessarily be to advocate the publication of 
everything, but to publish the secrets about the excesses of the 
war system. What constitutes an excess has to be discussed and 
discussed thoroughly, and the whole society has to participate in 
this discussion. Since the military appears as a society within 
the society, also equipped with its own judiciary as well as its o\;n 
control apparatus and means of violence, somewhat exceptional methods 
have to be utilized to stop it from growing further in the cancerous, 
uncontrolled way we have seen during recent years. And one of 
these methods is precisely to make use of one of the idiosyncracies 
of the military machine: its dependence on secrecy. 

How will the military react? li"robably by repressive means and 
by rebuilding and reshaping in an effort to stave off the 
effects of making their secrets public. This, however,may be 
so cumbersome and so expensive, and also so dangerous, that the 
military leaders may prefer to come to some kind of deal with the 
Ellsbergs - much like the US military have to do with theirs. 
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Prof. A.L. NAROCHNITSKY (Mosco\;) 
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':!. 

ON PRINCIPLES AND STRUCTURE OF _EUROPEAN 

COLLECTIVE. SECURITY 
)." 

Mr~. Chahnian; Ladies and Gentlemen,. 

To begin with, I would like to say that I have studied with 
great inte'rest the substantial report by our esteemed colleague, 
Dr. Dieter Senghaas, ar>d I agree with him \;hen he says that the 
policy •cif· deterrent. and confrontation of military. blocs· in no way 
promotes ·European· secu:V±ty.. I also regard his opinion that .in.· 
capitalist: industrialise.d states the arms race ·is facilitated·,. 
apart· from··the foreign political situation, by the domestic. 
influence and ·the -interest. of the administrative, military, 
industrial and scienti·fic groups ·providing >for measures to. be· 
undertaken in case: of a war as well founded. It. is also true that· 
these gr'oup·s·:more· :often··than not resort .to lobby-ism·: whose methods· 
nee·d ri'o · comment. 

The authorcalso. speaks about the certain ''oligarchy" and• 
"elite" dealing· -with .armaments .. and technological• improvement in 
this '.sphere •. These ideas ·of the r·eport may be easily confirmed. by·: 
facts indicating that a .number: of capitalist moriopoiies are ''" 
interested in. the· arms ·race and in fanning up the danger···of' war. 
That .these quarters exert· a·. s-trong. pressure on the gover:nments· o:f a 
number of· .\;astern states· is beyond doubt. I- support the·•idea· ·of .c.· · 
Dr~ Senghaas that the control on armaments and on their balance-- : • 
could give··.useful results for- the cause ·of peace not as .such,. but.· 
only .. within· the .. framework of definite policy pursuing peaceful 
aims. • !rhis is a very productive idea. · · · ,_, •r.'v 

However, I cannot agree with Dr. Senghaas when he says that· the 
above-mentioned factors operate, though in differ·ent ways, but \,d. th 
equalcresults in· capitalist and socialist countries,· and 'that ·th'e 

·difference in the social systems .do not matter here;· I would' 
like,to stress that under socialism there is no-such factor as 
quest• for.: profit by capitalist monopolies manufacturing w·eapohs "c 

and servicing armed forces ·by other technical means;· 

.I think· it necessary to -emphasise that under the concii tions 
of the· socialist ·o1;ner·ship•of the mEians of production, planned· 

. economy .and the carrying through of the great programmes for peac'e.:. 
ful economic .:and c.ultural· progrtiss' the expenditures'. on armaments. in 
t-he-state :Pudgets of-socialist countries are much below that of·the 
capi tali:st -states. Besid . .es.,, with the. cent-ralised guidance ·o'f all 
aspects in the development of socialist society there can be no 
such ·isolation or. opposition of interests among the departments 
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or groups concerned with military preparedness and with the 
general line of securing the most efficient peaceful economic and 
cultural development:which takes place in conditions of private 
enterprise. .. :;_ 

----··· ......... . 
The author obviously shares the ~oncept of the·~o-called 

industrial state. There is hardly any·sense.in a general argument 
about this concept. But I would like to note that, in my view, its 
weakest point is precisely in ignoring the differences and specifics 
of the .social structures of indusfrial countries in the world today .• 

. . . . . . 
The vi tal interest of soc.ialist states in consolidating· 

security in Europe and the rest of the world, ~nd the absence 'in 
thei.r social structure of· stimul:l· for war are i:learl;{ demonstrated 
by their initiative in proposing and supporting all steps in that 
direction• · rt.·is common knowledge that there :is no lobbyism in 
the social and political ;life of the socialist sj;ates. ·Dr. Senghaas 
is hardly, correct ip stating that.· the arms race· between the \iest and 
east is still in full S\;ing •. I believe· that, as· a result of the 
pol:lcy pursued by the· USSR and the influence of the realistically. · · 
minded quarters in the· United States, the governments of both . · · ···'· 
countries signed the agreements which, to a certain extent, already 
restrict the gro~1th of the strategic systems of the most powerful 
weapons·, and this 'favourable change must not be ignored. In 
expre'ssing some disagreement ~1i th Dr. Se.ngh.aas, I consider that his 
report introduces a.good deal of interesting.elements in the dis
cussion and I am ·far from ascribing the strive· for peace and 
security to socialist countries alone. On the contrary, I am 
deeply· convinced that all nations of Europe and the rest of·the· 
\;orld are vitally interested .in the security of the European 
continent·and the entire globe. It is important that there wduld 
be· a growing number of·· people, including public. figures and 
politicians, in all countries who· wo.uld ·clearly realise the vi tal 
importance of collective security in Europe and the ,;hole world, and 
that,. for all the differences in the social systems and ideologies·; 

·we ·,;ould correctly understand each other. 

As a Soviet man, I see my task' in expressing the·' idea cono. ,.,· .. 
cerning the principles and structure of European security, . repea·tedly 
proposed by representatives of the Soviet public and widely dii- · 
sus.sed in our country. I would like to note that peo.ple in our·· 
country are getting ready to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the 
Soviet Union and they are satisfied to see the growing recognition 
of the principle of peaceful coexistence of states with different 
social systems and increasing international· cooperation in the 
sphere of technology, economy, science and culture. It is especially 
significant for all· Soviet people since expansionist ·or aggressive 
tendencies are alien to Soviet so,ciety, and our people are striving 
to fulfil the new peac.eful plans for economic and cultural develop
ment. 

It is for this reason that the Soviet people, joined in the· 
union of equal nations, do not tolerate attempts to use force 

' . 
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or other ·means of· -pressure,. direct or indirect,.· when inter~a.tiona;L, 
problems are solved, and they welcome the ideas of banning nuc),ear·. 
weapons once and for all. In this sense I am more optimistic thah · 

·my e·steemed collea·gue; Dr. Senghaas, and I would like to emphasise 
that the warlike· tenden_cies of the military industrial complexes of 
capitalist .. ·countries arl" counterpoised by the tendencies of modern 
developments in the· world l·:hich for the first time in .histor.:Y _provided 
a nuinber of new· ob.jective conditions for strengthening collective· 
security_and counter.ing aggression and violence in international 
affairs·. 

' . 

The influence o.f the foreign 'policy of peace followed by·. 
soc-ialist count.ries, the .vigorous ·safeguarding of peace by the broad 
masses· of the ,,,iorking class, the Communist and Workers' Part,ies 
and broad sections of the Wes_t European public, as. also the a-1areness 
of the danger of a nuclear >lar by realistically-minded groups in 
capitalist ·sta-tes. and the gro>ling isolation of the most aggressive 
circles in: Eur0 pe provid·.e. new -real opportunities for setting up· -a 
system of European col,lective- security. The fact ·that 'the socialist 
countries· have assumed the, .-historic initiativ.e of ·working out ·. 
measures -on ensuring peace-.and security in Europe is, in my .view, 
an outstanding phenomenon· of our epoch. 

---.The Soviet ·people -are unanimous in their support ,to the. 
course for consolidating European security and ·for a .. mutually 

.oadvantageoum -cooperation o:f all countries in .. Europe .charted by 
the.- 24th Congress of the Communist Party of -t-he USSR~. This course 
is a d:irect continuat:ion of the ~nitiative. of .the Warsaw Tr.eaty 
countries 1·1hich proposed at the Bucharest meeting ·in 1966 a broad 
programme for creating a system of European collective security 
which would replace the existing military and political groupings 
and be .based not· on a ''balance of: fear" but on a peaceful 
cooperation of all.countries. The next moves of the Warsaw Treaty 
countries .continued _and developed: that proposal. Of spec-ial ·. 
significance -Has the Prague Declaration. of the :Warsaw Treaty 
countries issued.in.1972. 

Recen-t years have seen important developments which have had 
a positive effect on.the political climate_in E1_.1rope. They. include 
the signing by West Germany of the treaty on the inviolability o:l;' 
borders 1-lith the USSR and Poland and its subsequent ·ratification,·· 
and a ·number of ag>eements on West Berlin. The processes,·of. · 
normalising relations between the'FRG and th~ GDR, is going. on. 
The promotion of Franco-Soviet cooperation is o.f great s:igpificance. 

Eu_ropean security is not merely :a problem of one .continent. 
It is .of a I·!Orld-ltide importance. Any military conflict in Europe, 
can easily grow into a world conflict, involving the United States 
and a use_of nuclear missiles and chemical and bacteriological . 
weapons, as .. it .is indicated. by the . .-Vietnam ·war.· The Soviet ·peopie 
are oonvinced in the indivisibility of the world, that questions 
of European security are closely associated with universal security. 
For·this reason measures to strengthen general security and limit . . - . . 
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strategic -~.rins al.so fa·c~li ta~e the consolidation of European 
security •..... 

E:E;'rly ii1 th~ 'se~enties ·there emerged the .basic signs of· European 
sec_urity •. :P.robab'ly th.is .-,3'ystem should provide for a strict observance 

.. of. ·contractual obligations .. and be ccnfirmed by· an establishment 0f· · 
an all-round 'European co·o}reration, and by expansion of economic, . 
scientific and technolog:i'co;i relations among European states:.· I 
believ·e .that the chief priric.ip:fes of European secur·ity should : 
include: stability or inviolability of the state borders fixed in 
Europe after the second world l<ar, including the frontier between 
the GDR and FRG and the FRG borders in the ~<est, north and south; 
reinunciation o'f t.he use of 'force in solving disputes, a consistent·. 
carrying through of the 'principles of' peaceful coexistence behleen 
socialist and capitalist states, establishment of good-neighbourly 
relations and cooperation, facilitation M the solution of the 
disarmament problem and.support to the peace efforts of the United 
Nations. The necessary earnest ensuring European security, in my 
view, is a recognition of the two sovereign and equal German states 
of the GDR and .. FRG, and their admission to the UN and other 
international organisations. A significant move towards ·-consolidating 
European security would be made if all countries, including the 
FRG, >~ould join the nuclear non-proliferation treaty, 1;hich has not 
yet been ratified by the Bundestag. The consolidation of material 
requisits may be facilitated by a mutual expansion of trade, 
growth of ·s-cientific and technological ties, a peaceful' utilisation 
of atomic energy; a rational use of other fuel and power resources, 
mutual exchange.of cultural values; measures on joint conservation 
of the_'environment and on combating diseases. · . . . 

The Soviet people welcome both the partial measures in these 
directions and. the idea of providing a general'legal contractual 
system of European security and even a setting up of a permanent 
body which' >~ould see to it that all states fulfil the· commitments 
they assume upon themselves. An international legal basis 'for 
Eurnpean security could be provided by a treaty, or· a system ·a'f·. 
treaties, concluded in accordance 1·1ith the principles stated above. 
Such a treaty might provide for a non~use of force when international 
disputes are settled, inviolability· of the borders 'for the 'present 
period and the future, etc. 

The Soviet. people, na'tU:rally, are cohvinced that such a treaty 
should make provisions for a full equality of the sides without 
any advantages for one of them, and' that the· terms of the treaty' '.iihould 
not be directed against the third countries or harm the allies of 
the states that' ar·e signatories to the treaty and the countries 
friendly to them;· Alongside with p6litical terms, ··such a·treaty 
might· provide for an expansion ·of .:!conomic and cultural relations.·· 
Such a system of ·relations might be confirmed. by the activi t~ 
of ·public organisations in various European countries wo.rking' for 
_pe<tce, and their coop_eration. · · · · · '' · 

·The Soviet ·:People highly value the peace ·efforts of the' United .. . ./ .. 
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Natio·ns and are• confid-ent' that the· s.yiitem of r,egional European 
security should c_orrespond' .. to 'the United Nations'-Charter. As ·is 
known·,· this Cha!,-t'er (Article· 52)· points to the_ expediency .. of 
regional_ agreements· among organisations to ma-intain international 
peace and' security on the condition that. these agreements are in . 
line ~<ith the goals ·and principles of the UN. · ·. · · 

Tlie 'pr:i.nciples stated above fully correspond to the ba·sis of 
UN activities. ~/hen setting up a collective security system in 
Europe it would be possible, in my opinion, to' ·speci'fy many issues 
giving rise to disputes. 

. '"-. 

The Soviet press, representatives of the Soviet public have 
repeatedly supported the idea of setting up a permanent body whose 
mission would be to supervtse the maintenance of the collective 
security system. Such a body, naturally, should be given certain 
independence in solving regional European problems, and at the same 
time to 1·10rk in close cooperation with the UN. It would be difficult 
to specify the details concerning the structure, functions and rights 
of such a body in advance, but it is obvious that in the process of 
its setting up it would be reasonable to study the precedents and 
the practice of regional organisations in other parts of the world. 
In doing this one should take into account the specifics of European 
regional security organisation, since it would be the first attempt 
of a joint partnership of socialist and capitalist countries in the 
solution of collective security problems. In all probability, among 
the functions of its permanent body there could be >~cnking out 
recommendations on political issues and on questions of cooperation. 
An important feature of a regional system of security is that Europe 
is the seat of a largest concentration of armed forces and 11eapons 
of opposed military groupings. Therefore the setting up of a 
collective security system in Europe could pave the 11ay to dis
banding the military organisations of NATO and the Warsa>~ Treaty 
with a subsequent abolition of the two opposed groupings and their 
replacement by a broad system of cooperation. 

Of late, those who insist on a delay in providing European 
collective security repeatedly stress a need for a preliminary 
mutually balanced arms reduction. The Soviet people realise the 
importance of these questions, and they are confident that the speed
iest convocation of. a European con1erence on colleati~8 security. 
would facilitate more than anything else their solution, and that 
one should not invent ne>~ pretexts to delay a European conference 
on security. On the contary, it should be convened as soon as 
possible. It seems that some items of the report by Dr. Senghaas 
lead us to just this conclusion, which I fully agree with. 

All nations of the t•orld are vitally interested in European 
security. A system of European collective security should also 
promote security on other continents, including Africa and Asia. 
The struggle waged by the peace forces in Europe against the danger 
of war restricts the forces of aggression throughout the world. The 
main line of the cold >Jar runs across Europe. Therefore, as it 
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has :.beel1',:a1read{ stated, 'the ·turning of Europe fr.om a seat -of war 
darige~ into'i'peace zorie is the m~st important aspect ot 
strengthening:·iriternational' security as a·.r1hole. This renders fully 
inconsistent ·:the ·assertions of the ehc;mies of peace and relaxat-ion 
of,'international tension that the system of European colleo.tive·· 
security may .be directed against either regions of the world. On 
the contrary, every victory scored by the European forces of peace 
is a-lso·-''a victory ·in 'the. struggle for peace all over the· world • 

. '·: ,._. . -

'··· 
·'Thank you fo'r' your 'attention. 
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Rti.STUNGSBESCHRANKUNG UND ENTSPANNUNG 
IN EUROPA 

Von Urs SCHWARZ 

··": ... I <• 

•.i•:··''"Nach- zwei We.ltkriegen,. nac'li dem Erwachsen einer neuen· . 
Staatenwelt au.f den Triimmern ·der einstigen -Kolonialreiche 1 :!'n
gesichts' der Konvuls'ionenr ·welch e. di'e'ser• Neubeginn .rni t si eh. bring.t 1 

und inmi tten der Wachstumskrisen 1 >lelche die zwei te technische, .und 
wissenschaftliche Revolution iiber die Menschheit gebracht hat, ist 
es· natiirlich1 · daB· si'ch: 'die. VcHker ·nach, Fried en wenigstens im zwi
schenstaatlichen Bereich Sehn.en •. Dabei. wird .FrJ,ede ni;ch.t mehr bloB 
als das Fehlen· kriegerischer \Terwicklunge!'l verstanden 1 sondern als 
Frieden' in Sicherheit. ·Alte und· neue Nationen sehnen sich nach der 
GewiBhei t, :oder do eh der annahernden GewiBheit, daB sie nicht .. ·_von 
auBen angegriffen werden. Wie der Begriff defl F-r.iedenfl hat fli.ch 
auch der Begriff des Angriffs erweitert. Er _beschrankt sich ni,c~t 
mehr .auf die Vorstellung einer feindlichen ·Arme,e,, welche ·di.e Gren
zen iiberschreitet 1 sondern umfaBt alle of.fenen .. und-,verborgenen . 
Formen· des -fremden Zugriffs, wie Drohung und Druck; psychologiec.he 
Kriegsfiihrung, von auBen genahrter Terrorismus, Infiltration_ und 

, Subversion, bis zur eigentlichen of.fenBn Aggression. ·., 

Die Vorstellung des auBeren Friedens, der friedlichen .. W:el.t 1-

nach der man sich sehnt, kann durch den Vergleich mit der Vor
stellung des inneren Friedens verdeutlicht werden 1 •. wie ·ihn der gut 

.. funktio-nierende Rechtsstaat gewahrleil';tet. In ihm. wird ja eine an
erkannt.e Rechtsordnung .erst durch d:ie ·"!ei tgehende Berei tschaft.· zur 
Respektierung anderer .Interessen und Me,inungen; durch gegenseitigen 
guten Willen, durc.h XompromiBbereitschaft erganzt und verwirklicht. 

Eine Atmosph!i·re·••des Friedens in Sicherheit gerade in Europa 
.,zu schaffen, ist. ein Anliegen von weltweiter Bedeutung •.. Obwohl, 
Europa seine einstige beherrschende Btellung eingebiiBt hat, :-kommt 
sei'nem Zustand :do eh allgemeine Bedeutung -zu, und, das wegen sein:er 
st•rategischen· Lage,, wegen der in und urn Europa zusammengeballte.n · 
Macht, wegen seines kulturellen und wirtschaftlichen Beitrags an die 
gesamte:•Menschheit.· Auch ist hier die Moglichkeit, Frieden und 
Sicherheit zu gewinnen viellei.cht groBer als in anderen Bezirken, 
-weil die V()lker,Europas und.mit ihnen diejenigen j!'lnseits des 
At.lantischen Ozeans durch die Bande:-geme:i!nsamer Kultur, des gemein
samen· ·Erl .. eide.ns .ahn.licher. Schicksale, durc.h Verwandtschaften der, 
Sprache.I1 1 durch· enge. wi·rtschaftliche Verflechtung und gegenseitige 
·Abhangigkei-t unaufloslich v.erbunqen :.sind.-

, . 

·Der Wege, _mehr .Sicherheit zu gewinnen, sind viele, der ·Hinder-
, nis,se -auf,. die,9en ·Wegen .no eh mehr •. Sei t der Plan einer Konferenz fiir 
-Zusammenarbeit und Sicherheit in Europa Gestalt angenommen hat, and 
_ auc,h .. ,diE'), ,-Pro_blell)e _ be·kannt 1 ··die gelost werden miissen, wenn man dem 
allgemeinen. Zie_ie naher kommen, will. Es fehlt nicht an Vorschlagen 
fiir .das ,:[.;os en ,solc;:her ,Probleme .. und an 'Ideen, wie de m einst Erreichten 
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Dauer verliehen werden konnte. Unter ihnen sind vor allem zu nennen 
die Vorschlage zur Verb.esserung der wirtschaftlichen, der kulturellen, 
der wissenschaftlichen Beziehungen ~nd des entsprechenden Austauschs, 
ein Vertrag Uber den Verzicht auf Gewalt in den zwischenstaatlichen 
Beziehungen 1 dauernde europaische Institutionen zur Verwirklichung 
der Prinzipien eines solchen Vertrags, die Befreiung des Austauschs 
van Personen und Informationen van bestehenden Fesseln, MaBnahmen der 
RUstungsbeschrankung im weitesten Sinn. Alle sind mehr oder weniger 
geeignet, auf das Ziel hinzuflihren, weil sie alle einzeln und in 
ihrer Gesamtheit.,dazu beitragen, Vertrauen als die, Voraussetzung 
groBerer ,Sicherheit. zu schaffen. Sicher ·aber ist,. daB nur Tatsachen, 
.grei'fbare Beweise. des Willens zur Verminderung der bestehenden Span
nungen einen· Sinn· haben, nicht aber bloBe' Worte und ,Absichtserkla,
rungen. 

Van besonderer Bedeutung sind in diesem Rahmen alle Bemlihungen 
zur· B.eschrankung und Herabsetzung der militarischen RUstungen. in 
Europa. Die Hindernisse 1 die sich solchen Bemlihungen entgegensetzen 1 
sind bekannt und in .hunderten van Si tzungen van Abrlistungskonfer.enzen 
zu Ta•ge getreten. Ein Erfolg auf diesem besonderen. Gebiet. ware, _gerade 
daruni van hohem Wert: Er. ware ein Unterpfand des. Willens, sich. ·in 
einem neuen Geist .diesen Fragen zu naherri. Er wlirde rein materieli 
die Moglichkei ten der Konfrontation und der Friedensbedrohung ve.r
mindern. Er wlirde politisch und psychologisch die eigentlichen Quellen 
der Furcht, der Geftihleder Unsicherheit, des MiBtrauens verschlieBen. 
Der mit AbrUstungsmaBnahmen notwendigerweise verbundene Informations
austausch und ein System der Inspektionen wUrde zugleich internatio
nale Zusammenarbeit erfo:rdern und den Willen zu vertrauensvo)_ler 
Zusammenarbei t auf die Probe stellen. · · · 

Es sei hier betont, daB, ·wie ·im Communique van Moskau ·vom. 
29. Mai 1972 Uber die amerikanisch-sowjetischen Besprechungen atis
geflihrt wird 1 die Verhandlungen Uber die gegenseitige Verminderung 
der Streitkrafte und der Bewaffnung vor· allem in Zentraleuropa 
"auf ein besonderes Forum" verlegt werden konnen. Es se:i. aber ·auch 
festgehalten, daB die technischen Probleme der RUstungsbeschrankungen 
im •ngeren Sinne der Mutual Balanced Force Reductions (MBFR) v10hl 
van der.Traktandenliste der allgemeinen Konferenz abgetrennt,werden, 
daB sie aber als politisches Problem erster Ordnung promiment auf 
ihr figurieren mlissen. Auch wenn man versuchen sollte, sie nicht .zu 
berUhren·, wlirden sie als der steinerne. Gast der · Konferenz .. bE>iwohnen. 

Di.e Rolle der physischen Macht, wie sie in der militarischen·. 
Bereitschaft der Nationen und in ihrem militarischen Potential zum 
Ausaruck kommt, die Bedeutung des Machtgleichgewichts konnenn:i.cht 
a us den grundsatzlichen Betrachtungen einer Sicherhei tskonf·~ren,z ... 
ausgeklammert warden. Das Machtgleichgewicht wirkt in den inner . .: 
europaischen Beziehungen in zwei Richtungen: Einerseits v~rleiht 
es, wenn es als stabil erscheint, ein Geflihl der Sicherheit und d"ient 
so der Entspannung. Umgekehrt aber ist es, we,il es auf Kra.ften der 

·. Zerstorung beruht und sich aus ihnen zusammensetzt, _eine Quelle der 
·sorge, der Beunruhigung, der Furcht, ja der Angst. Am deutlichsten 
tritt uns diese Doppelnatur des Gleichge"'ichts der .. Macht im Bild des 
nuklearen Gleichgewichts zvlischen den Weltmachten, dem sogenannten 

. .stratE)gischen Gleichge"'icht, vor Augen. Es hat wahrend Jahrz,ehnten 
einen groBen Krieg verhindert und hangt doch wegen der ihm immanenten 
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Unstabilitat.>~ie,eine drohende Wolke Uber der Menschheit. 

Man kann nicht·.von ·E]ltspannung, von Sicherheit sprechi!'n; 
ohne die~er Tatsachen_ -~u gedenken. Die Doppelnatur des ·Machtgldcli_
gewichts vteist, :Sofer.n _sie richtig erkannt wird; · auch· die RichtU:ng, 
in :.der .na:ch' erhoht~r._ S:j.cherhei t ges)lcht warden mui3: Einerseits, soll 
das MaB.· gegensei tiger· Bedrohung herabgesetzt werden, dami t Beruhigung 
und Vertr,i.uen .. ¥achsen konne·n, andersei ts soll ab er ein· Gleichgeviicht 
der Macht b.ei'tiehalten, werdem, ohne welches to tale Unsicherlie].'t 'ein~' 
tri tt. O~e ... ein Gle_iphgewicht · zwischen den Weltmachten' und i;lhne einen 
dami t verbun.cienen Gleichge~lichtszustand unter den europa:i,:Scii'en Teil
nehmern' am·. Wcl;tgesch~h~!l- wUrden si eh. die se alsb'ald _ im. Net·z·. einer 
GrpBmai:hthegemonie,.g_efangen sehen. Diese Fest·stellung ~ezieht sich 
riatUrlicli nur auf )ln~?.re -heutige· Welt 1 so wi'Ei· sie tateachlich ist 1 
und .schlieBt .. nicht .• aus 1 daB eine stabile Welto.rdnung lind Freiheit 
urid Sicl:ierheit · der ·Nation~~. die~,durch andere Mittel gesi.chert sind 1 
wie etwa durqh eine Weltregierun:g, wenigst'~ns theoretisch derikbri. ist. 
Ein.System der konstruktiven optimalen,Spannung im 'zeichen des Gl~ich
gewichts, wie es heute. angestrebt wird 1 ist •keine ideale LO_sung 1 al:ier 
eine brauch_bare -Hilfskonstruktion, mit der. die"Menschheit si-eh Jahr
zehn'te des Friedens sichern kann. 

_ Auf dem Gebiet der Fernwaffen und der Systeme -d. er· ·Ma:ssen~er
nichturig, die allgemein als strategische Waffi:m bezeichriet 'werd'ein,· -·ist 
der Auftrag 1 das Gleichgewicht s.tabil zu gestalten und es auf eJ.n.'er 
tieferen )!:bene zu erhalten; von ·den Weltmachten· ·sciwjetuiii.on und· Ver
einigten Staaten v.on Amerika. Ubernommen worden. Ein ers'tes Ergebnis· 
ist in der. ers.t.eri. Phase der Strategic Arms Limitations--Talks (SALT)" 
erzielt worden. Die .Gesprache gehen weiter. Eine Korif~renz fUr 2u-·-· 
sammenarbei t und Sicherhei t ·in·_ Europa wird si eh· mi t der Tatsache . 
dieser Gesprache- auseinandersetzen una· von ihren Ergebilissen· Kenntnis 
nehmen mUssen. Da an ihr samtliche europaische Nationen tElilnehme'n, ' 
ob groB ode.r .i<;1ein-, .. ob mi_t nuklearer Bewaffnung oder·· nuklearelil Po~ '. 
tential oder 0 hne solche 1 kann hi er das Interesse der·• kleineren 
Staaten an erhohter Stabilitat und Herabsetzullg -der den nuk:J.earen 
RUstungen der. GroBen innewohnenden Gefahren kraftvoll zu_m Au.sdrlick . 
kommen. 

. ' 

Von der Kon.ferenz muB der Appell an die Weltmachte ausgehen, 
alles .da,rB.I1 zu setzen, )lm._in· der .neuen Phase der·:sALT neue''Fort
schrit~e -~ti erzielen. An die--bereits -aut>gehandelte-.Begreniurig de_t_ . 
Zahl 'gewisser Lenkwaffen_ .. soll sich nur eine qualitat'ive Begrenzung _ · 
t>-:<••<o>:: .. ''"'·' VJ;~ r::·.1.em _i:st an die Begrerizung der Zahl der Versuche. 
mit •'-J.Ssilen zu denken,. an d:ie Forderun:g, daB derEi:rtige Versuche vor
her. ;3-ngezeigt _und nur in vorher vereinbarten Gebi·eten 'sfattfinden. . 
Auch .. korinte. die lj:rprobung von Mehrfachsprengkopfen (l.ffiv und MIRV) .. , · 
begrehzt oder.sogar verboten werden. Eine weitere nUtzliche MaBnaluiie 
ware: die Ausdehnung des teih1eisen Verbots vein ntikl'earen Versuchs:..· . 
explosionen.1. also d.es Teststop-Abkommens,· auf unterirdische Explo-: 
sionen. Damit ware die Erprobung ·von Nuklearsprengkopfen vollstandig 
ausgeschlossen. 

Die. Rolle.'der kleineren-und nicht nuklearen Staaten in diesem··:-.: 
Zusammenhang.bpauch~_ sich nicht auf dieje'nige des· Zuschauers ·zu be·~ 
schranken1 de'r; von. der TribUne aus die Spieler anfeuert. Sie konnen 
Vorfichlage _fUr_" wirksame ttberwachung ·der Vers_uche atisar~ei ten und si eh 

·· .. / .. 
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allgemein fUr Inspektions~ und tlberwachungsaufgaben zur VerfUgung 
stellen. 

Nach der Natur der Sache werden die MBglichkeiten einer a~l
gemeinen Sicherhei ts- und Zusammenarb.ei tskonferenz, auf dem GeJ:?iet 
der Nuklearwaffen vermittelnde Funktionen zu Ubernehmen, beschrankt 
sein. Wirksamer wird sie sich der Frage der Herabsetzung der kon-. 
ventionellen RUstungen widmen konnen, ·weil alle Teilnehmer unmi ttel
.bar interessiert sind. Dabei ist erneut daran festzuhalten 7 . daB. die 
vorgesehene allgemeine Konferenz nicht mit der eigentlichen LBsun,g 
der vielschichtigen Fragen der RUstungsbegrenzungen betraut wer;den 
soll. Diese mu!3 einem besonderen Organ Ubertragen werden •. Ihre,Auf
gabe besteht nur darin, ein solches Organ ins Leben zu rufen, also 
die im .Communiqu~ von Moskau vom 29. Mai 1972 genannten Vereinbarun
gen zu entwerfen und allgemeine Richtlinien fUr dessen Tatigkeit 

.niederzulegen. An Vorbildern fUr solche Grundsatzerklarungen fehlt 
es nicht. Zu erinnern ist an die an:erikanisch-sowjetische Erkla
rung vom 20. September 1961 oder \;ieder an das amerikanisch-so\;je
tische Communique van Moskau, in dem Prinzipien festgelegt warden, 

.wie z.B. daB eine gegenseitige Verminderung der Bewaffnung und der 
Streitkrafte in Zentraleuropa auf keinen Fall die Sicherheit der 
einen oder der anderen Seite vermindern dUrfe. 

. Die Richtlinien wUrden sich vor allem auch mit der Rolle der 
kieineren Nationon bei der notwendigen Uberwachung der ErfUl1ung 

. .vertraglicher Verpflichtungen befassen. Eine Wiederbelebung der 
im Jahre 1959 gemachten VorschHige ist nBtig, die weitreichende 
InspektionsmaBnahmen vorsahen. Unter ihnen waren MaBnahmen van be
sonderer Bedeutung, welche die BefUrchtungen van tlberraschungs
angriffen zerstreuen helfen. Es war damals van der Uberwachung van 
Verkehrsknotenpunkten die Rede, van einer Meldepflicht fUr groBere 
Truppenverschiebungen und ManBver, van Beobachtern.im·Gebiet der 
Gegenpartei, van Luftaufklarung, ·.van entmili taris'ierten Gebieten.• 
Gelegentlich war en sich damals die Vors.chlage. der verschiedenen 
Seiten nahe gekommen, doch nie nahe genug. Eirie Vereinharung kam 
nie. zustande. Seit zwolf Jahren haben sich aber die Verhaltnisse 
erheblich geandert. Heute stehen weit wirksamere technische Ver
fahren zur Uberwachung zur Verfligung, wie elektromagnetische Sen
soren verschiedenster Art, "Black Boxes", Satelliten etc. 

Die Ro'hle einer Konferenz fUr Zusammenarbeit und Sicherheit 
in Europa ist es gewiB nicht, komplizierte militar-strategische, 
technische und politische Fragen zu losen. Aber sie hat die .Probleme 
und Zie1e zu nennen und die ·Aufgaben zu ums.chreiben •. Sie hat darauf 
hinzuweisen, daB sich gerade im Zusammenli.ang mit der AbrUstung ein 
Gebiet der Zusammenarbeit offnet.· Die gemeinsame Verwirklichung von 
MaBnahmen der RUstungsbeschrankung fordert die Zusammenarbei t ·einer· 
groBen Zahl von Regierungen, besonders auf dem Gebiet .der Inspek
tionen. Aus dioser Zusammenarbeit lassen sich SchlUsse auf den guten. 
Willen der einzelnen BGteiligten ziehen, aus dem Erfolg des.Zusammen
wirkens groBeres Vertrauen ableiten. 

In zweifacher Beziehung ist es also n~tig, daB die geplante 
Konferenz neben ihrem Ubrigen VJeitgespannten Programm auch qie 
Probleme der RUstungsbeschrankungen, wenigstens richtungweisend, 
aufgreift. Einmal urn diese Probleme einer materiellen Losung naher 
zu bringen, dann aber auch, urn ein weites Gebiet zu bezeichnen, auf 
dem sich der Wille zur Entspannung und zur Zusammenarbeit sichtbar 
bewahren kann. * *-* 
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Dieter .Senghaas. 

Hessische Stiftung Friedens-
und· Konfl:i'ktforschung . 
6 Frahkfurt/Main·; Eschersheimer. 
Landstr·aBe" 14 

Frankfurt/Main, Sommer 1972 

:Th~t the international· arllls race between ·East and West has. 
not. yet. "ceased- is well lrnovm and d6es not require any particular 
~on1miint. That this. arms race is·'preseiitly still in full .. swing · .. 
des,pi te the many atte,mpts ·to. 'reach a kind of at;tent.e,<lietwe-en:"' 
East. and .VIes.t and desp_i:te_.:!l::.,. ·fact'., 'that. these· at.tempts seein" to· ... 
have .been far .more· si.t"ccessful ·in· most'" recent. years than ever 
before 'cons'titut.es ·already,, a mor~: rel!evant 'obs-ervation. Neither 
the detente policy per se nor the ongoing a~ms rqc~. per se re
quires .. presently an_y_ particular explanations; what. has. to .l:le _ex-
plained today is' t~e. combination of a self.:.sustaine,d.: growth-of.: : 
armament policies and, the .simultaneous pursui·t ··of detente .. ·. · · 
strategies •. In .this connection specific emphasis has to be. put··· 
on the. analysis of arms.·control measures' since' these have. been· 
very ofte'n interpreted as the linkage between a conventional 
sec:uri ty"· policy. (which leads· to an ever ·:growing stock of. highly 
diversifi"e"d armaments) and: the various ·att.empts for a detente. .. .. -- .. ·: . 

Under the condition of the Cold Wa·r, the rational-ization 
of the conventional ar.mament .policy and its security ·.rationales 
h.ive been ii.sually pretty simple. The· traditional explanation .. of 
the arms: race dynamics ·has been ba·sed on the very. simple ass.ertion·· 
that armam~nt policies can;·only· be interpreted a6 r~actions to ·•. 
actions of the opponent; respectively. "The·action-reaction scheme 
has been viidely a"ccepted up to the present day not only in the 
self-presentation of political and military elites; _it has not 
only dominated the description and. rationalization of .armament;· 
meas·ures ·in the mass media; even the scientific' discussion on 
the causes. and the evolution .o•f ·the pos.t World \1ar II ·arms race 
between East _and· West has· been dominated by this, scheme for near;ly 
t~<enty years. " 

.. ·. :· .. ,. ·:·. 
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The action-reaction theorem conceives armament policies as 
dictated from the opponent or as other-directed. It is asserted 
that particular armament measures of one side are directly geared 
to the armament measures of the opponent. Since both antagonists 
behave, at least according to the self-image they propagate, 
equally other-direc.t.ed,. i.t i.s ae;sumed _that a reciprocalescal~ion 
SJ2.iral_ necessarily emerges in j;h(). process of which ueapon systems 
are invented, numeric:al plateaus fixed and in which· the super
session of old systems by qualitatively higher ones is determined. 
This line of argumentation is too 1-1ell known so that we do not 
have to repeat it here in detail. As much research on the bio
graphy of \•leapon systems- has shown, one can clearly state on the 
basis of the known evidence that the action-reaction scheme is, 
if not completely false, at least highly dubious. The main trends 
of the international arms race between East and West have developed 
quite differently from what has been asserted in the action-re
action theorem. 

The main antagonists - the big powers and their allies - have 
been, on the average, in the last twenty years far more autonomous 
in the self-determination of their specific armament policies as 
most commentators used to assume. Their main decisions have been 
far mor~- geared to. the needs of various segments of their societies 
still to be specified in our paper later on. They have been mainly 
innerdirected and far less dictated by external forces. The s·elf·· · 
centered imperatives_of.national armament·policies have been for 
stronger than those which have resulted from the reciprocal inter
action uith j;he so-called potential enemy. 

This alternative theorem can be; empirically verified. Since 
it is highly relevant for the understanding of the present si
tuation and particularly-for an assessment of arma~ent" dynamics as 
a restrictive condition for changes in the Ea-st-West-conflict, \•le 
shall formulate certain arguments and present some evidence on 
which this theorem is based. Our observations refer particularly_· 
to the nuclear-strategic area of the present arms race. The reason 
for this emphasis is not that the nuclear arms race and nuclear 
weapons have .been and still are the most dangerous and potentially 
most destructive· 1-1ar potentials; our emphasis on the nuclear-stra
tegic arms ·race is of paradigmatic value since. certain key aspects 
of contemporary types of arms races can be. particularly v1ell ana
lysed in that .area. But at the some time we .have to emphasise the 
very J::haracteri~tics of the strategic .arms race v1hich cannot be 
transferred ·to an analysi.s of other types of arms races and weapon 
systems •. 

The.nuclear arsenals have not yet been applied in international 
conflicts, whereas practically all other. type~ of wiapons below 
the nuclear threshold have been used in one way or another in m~ny 
war theaters. The paradigmatic relevance of the nuclear area for 
an analysis of armament dynamics, however, consists in certain key 
factors which particularly characterise this area but which can 
also be identified in non-nuclear areas. We are going to discuss 
some of these essential factors immediately. But before doing that, 
l<e would like to outline certain general characteristics of the 
present arms race. ../ •• 
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Th:e most·:-ou'tstand'ing characteristic of the present arms race 
between East and we-st. consists in the fil:ct, tha't· this arms race 
has been·triore than an one before a continuousl ualitative one. 
Most of the arms races be·fore 19 5 were primarily quantitative 
races. Although there have been many qualitafive innovations in 
weapc;ll;l. technology. di!.tini?i.:J(le last h1o centuries, the life cycles 
of weapon systums were quite longpr than. th:i:s. has. b\l<e!l. -t(lo c·,_,so 
after 1945. There-fore it i-s reasonable to label tho pre-1945 arms 
·races· in the firs.t··instancg:.C.as quantitative races, and in the 
9econd. i!l!3t<>nce as qualitative races, while this ·rel<>tion fund-a
mentally changed after 1945 and particularly in_ the lasf 10,-15 
years. The. b<>si'c ch<>rac·teristic of the present <>rms r<>ce ·shows· up 
in:_a perm,.ment streal!l ... of. technologic<>l innovations which, besides 
other causes,. set tho pace for contemporary armament policie9; _ 
th<l reverse of this· continuous innovation consists in the tremen
dous 'jzroponsity to obsolo'scBnce of weapon systems once they have· 
been -procured. The many abortive weapon systems of the last h1enty 
years·'aro another sign of the; same trend. ·rn contradistinction' 'to. 
the armament policy of previous decades the presen·t arms race 'ex
tends ndt_only to one type of 11eapon system· or· to a few, but 
rather to the enti:r;;-spectrum of destruction potentials lolhiclt: ar" 
in thee possession of the political and military apparata today• 
The range of this spectrum ·begins ;Tith the sub-versive activities 
of intelligence agencies; it comprisis counter-insurgency warfare, 
convcmtional war potentials,· tactical~nuclear and strategic
nuclear weapon systems a·s >~ell as in9trumen:\;9 of political propa
ganda and psychological warfare. The. spectrum reaches out' into a 
variety of nt:w horrendous weapon programs· related to typ..,s·'of l'lar 
theaters so far unknown in ;1arefar0 (like laser syst'ems). All these 
programs are subject to what can be particularly obsery,ed on the 
nuclear strategic level: the continuous modernisation ·of existing 
systems and the forced innovation of new ones. Both measures, the 

·modernisation of old systems and the elaboration of now ones, 
have aimed at the improveme!)t of the. guq.li ty of. Heapon· systems c. g. 
the improvement of their precision; their reliability, their in- · 
vulnerability and so forth. The lead'- time reguiremerits· of -con
temporary weapon Bystems planning, cf. g. the time from research 
and development to the implementation of new systems 'turn the 
future'into history: as in very fe\'1 segments of highly'industrialisod 
societies the range of options for decisive political action in tho 
future is continuously narrowed do\'ln by decisions in the.present. 

The intensity o·f technological innovations has been speeded· 
up, though not· caused, by the prevailing flecm:ity .doctrine :of
mutual deterrence. This: doc-trine is based oh the paradoxical, 'al-· 
though very traditional prerilise, that the outbreak of viol,mce and 
wars in international politics can be prevented with the help of 
deterrence polici>2s by the· continuous improv\>ment.of the means of 
war. Under.:. present conditions the- attempt to: prevent ;Jar b;y de
terrence'- Pc:>licies, however, leads not only· potentially or Hi th 
high P,r(<'qab~:(.ii;y but ral;.he!' >!j.th IWGeE;sity to its very extensive 
prepar_ation,·c.sini]illy to ,g_uaranteo mutual retaliation. In this con"-· 
noction·; :,-c_he .so·.calle<\,"io!'Si;--case .doctrine _which has been one of 
the most· fundamental $trategi.c orientation motivating the variegated 
contingency planning 6-f the political and military apparata has 

. . .. / .. 
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func.tipncd as -a speeding-,.up mechanism for national armament· po-: 
licies·. ·_This·· doctrinll· which is .oriuntcd towards future potential 
!;catastrophic gaps'!· irr··t-he· weapon· arsenals· is· based· ori· the corn-· 
bined· a"S·ser't.ibn -of, the •iorst possible intention of the enemy .§!_nd . 
its best ability to· develop new military strategi<:s and we.apori 
techno,logies. The unprecedented differenciations in .the political 
and military contingency-plarining,a result of a deterrence po"licy 
>~hich has- been pursued for twenty years, are no r;mdom product. but 
the combined result of ·thios "doctrine and the _soCial force~; fixated 
to it. The same can be said about the propensi i;Y to overpercepti~I_l., 
overreaction and overdes~-gri in contemporary military strategy;_ 
As long as .. deterrence. policies are pursued, the military con-
tingency~plan~ing will be geared to the expectation of the_worst 
£?SSibl.e. As -.a consequence "the image of. the enemy has a functional 
value in this .policy, although th<: degree of fixation to tl:J.e 

.enemy is quite variable. Most recently,". the· prcvious·ly observable 
militant fixations :to the so- called potential enemy have been,_ 
quite obviously, less articulated than in previous years; and 'the 
military apparata have been, at least partially, distargeted; and 
there. have been _even explicit attempts to come to some modus ... 
vivencii by."·a ·de·tent"O· po·licy;' ·vfhi"le all· ·t·hi·s ·happerie·d the national 
effortp-to arm-and rearm have-not particularly diminished, a8.wo,_. 
observed at the beginning of- this paper. · · · 

It has been asserted that the intensity of technological 
innovations has been speeded up_, though probably not exclusively 
caused, by the specific security policy doctrine of mutual de·· . 

. teJ;"rence. Other factors have been as responsible_ for: the m9-in·0 

tenance of.this policy .and the _perpetuation of the"arms race; 
After the proceeding. general observations we shall now_ delineate 
some of these· speC"ifi·c··factors in the following paragraphs. · 

As a. first important factor "~ ha~e to emphasise ~he multipli
cation of arinament-ori'rrnted ·interests, both >~ith respect ton,-;;n:---· 
bers and.to.segments of the societies affected by contemporary 
armament · pol:icy. ·The po·J:itical and. social interests on which de
terrence policies are based are as much differenciated as the 
existing ~<eapcin systems and the c~ntingency planning related to 
the-prev~J.il:i.ng escalation doctrint>s._Specific military ~issions 
of the armeq forces-ar!? coordinated with administrative segments. 
of the civil and military administration, with research and de:..· 
velopment laboratories and with the production plants for weapon 
technology and weapon systems. There is· presently-much talk about 
a militar;y--industrial .complex, the existence of which _can hardiy. __ 
be denied in highly industrialised capitalist and soci·a·h:st so·~ 
cieties, particularly in the USA and the SU. However _the infra
structure of this .complex _is rather composed of a series of 
important partial alliances 1;hich sometimes are mutu'!lly exclusive 
and sometimes ·highl-y- int·erlocked·. There·forc· ·it make·s :mo-re· sense, 
with -respect ·to· the· infrastructure ·o·f thi·s complex, ·to talk a-bout· 
the ·existence "of admirristra:tive--milit.ary-iridus_~l-sC"ientific 
comple2'.~ 'rhis inte-rest-·structurcr of contemporary armament.· 
policy .has led to a mili ta:d·sation o·f inte-rnational politics 
sinqe the vested interests of those social groups and p()li tical ., 
institutions which participate in the planning and production of" 

.. / .. 
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soft~<are .and hard1;are· devic'es for the'.mili tary have been, in most 
ca'ses,'' :i.~cbmpar~biy' be'tter 'organi15ed· ai'1d: stronger thah the activi
ties of' other groups which' h'ave · ali3o· a stake in foreign policy. 
The only.realiy'relevant exception' to thisi at least in capitalist 
countr.ies·, is represented by the socio-econoJ!Iic. groups involved in 
fo,rei_gn ·e,<:;onomic polic'y. ... 

· If ~n~ l'lall:ts to unde'rstand the impe'tus of the contemporary 
inter~ational arins'race, one has, in the first instance, to re
cognize-this particular.kind pf inleresl-basis of armament po
licies. 'To 'put a great· emphasis on the manifolded ·interests·, in
cluding psychological' interest fixation,· is of· vital importance 
in the ·evaluation·· of this decisive factor on which arms races 
are l:iuiH up and which contributes to the sp~eding:-up ·of the. 
international arm's race. But ohe_ has equally tp emphasize the 
tr·emendous hierachisation. o.f. decisibn-making. processes related..!_~ 
armament policies so. tha-t .<orie. c-an·.justly speak. of. the existence. 
of a s.ecurity policY. ... oligarchy' .9r _an armament pol~1-1er eHte, 
·respectively.· Despite. this uncontestable enormous·hierarchisation of 
the political deliberation and decision processes in ·the area" 'of 
security policies, one has to understand the incrementalist 
basis of' the poiit.ical deliberation process by which certain 
aspects of tho momentum· built 'into military apparata can be 
explained. The· .latter aspect particularly holds for the countries 
in the West in 11hich the 1·1ell-knowh rivalries between admini
strative o.rgani.'sa·tions, · military services, scientific laboratories 
and. the production plants· of 1·1eapon· systems liii.ve ·been quite openly 
fought· through. But such. conflicts. do not· ·end. up. in· an. inroad 
into the. various. activities. of the military. 'a.pparata;. they. rather 
contribute to thedr. inflation·. It is .. for. more easier. for those~ 
interest groups and interest .coali tion·s which. are. intrinsically 
involved in national. ar.mament policies to come t(l an .agreement 
on the largest commori"·denominator than on. the 'smalle'st, In. the 
repre.sentation of their· c·qllective interests (for example with 
respect to an increase' ·c;·f 'the share of military expenditures 
from public budgets')' all th.ese groups tend to· agz:ee 

1 
de's pi te_ 

their'i;ivalries', about the modalities of how to impl·eme'nt basic 
poli'cy .postures. The· interpenetr.a:tion of these' 'interest .. groups 
and their tight coordination justify 't'o cai1--'these a s·eicurity· 
policy· power elite •. These power eii~es Jrcive 'in most societies in 
the post t'wo decades_ been less expo'sci:d to 'publfc con't:r'or' than 
those scgm'ents of ruling eli tes which had an at· least as· pro-
minent position in· civil areas of industrialised societies as 
the elite groups related to security· affairs. N.o"t until very· 
recently. has th:ere been a casual intensifi"cation: of the puhiic 
control"of military security measures. 

·I.' 

.The second essential fa~tor which contr.ibutes to •the' E?X
planation ·of the innovation· int_imsi ty of the contemporary 'qualita
tive arms race could be named as the impulse 'resulting from'' 
technology (technology-impulse)· and as those organisational 
imperatives which emer-ge from it. There has been·much writing 
about the tyranny of weapon's technology; the latter does not 
require here any further COmment I, 'except ·one 'fundamental , 
statement: that the ·direction and the speed .of technological ·· .. / ... 
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innovation processes do not· represent autonomous data which 
could 'be adequately, analysed apart from the concrete int<O(rest
co.nfiguration in ·which .. innova tiori .processes are insti tut:lonalised. 
·The dircd:ion o{ technological research and the intensity in 

.. which innov!ltions have. d.eveloped are essentially depcnd_ent upon 
particular po.liticai premises 1•hich arc actual givcns for a 
natural science and weapon technology research 1•i thin the context 
of predetermined political and budgetary priorities. Within such 

.. a context·, innovation proccsse_s might a.ssume a life of ·their 
own Hhich, . in -the -last instance, leads· to the very strange ·fact 
{very congenial to all weapons designers), that the so-c.allcd 
thr.eat to the ·tiation ·tends .to .be measured by the development · 
s"tage and at the tachno.logical niveaus of ona' s own armaments or 
by tha potential technological progr-ess of one's own >leapon 
tachnology· and far less ,by armaments and technologies o·f the 
opponent. In military techno.logical research and innovation Jlro-

. grams the action:..re·actio:n ·theorem· particularly }'ails as an expla
.natory device. Let us here refer to a raport of the Beoretary:.Ga
":i:J.eral· of the UN" from October 1971 in which tha following ·is. per-
tinently stated: 

· "On·. the· s-urface it would seem .that the ·e-ffort to improve·-:· 
the quality of armaments·· or. t&"·d·efend. against. them,. follo¥.s. a·_' 
·logical series of steps in 1•hi·ch a new weapon or v1eapon-systcm 
is devised, then a counter-\<eapon to nautrali·ze th·e na\'1 weapon, 
an_d th<!ll a counter-counter weapon.- But t)lese· steps neither usually 

. nor nccassarily occur· in -a rational time· sequan·ce. Tha ..1.'.."~ 
who ~~ improvements in '"~72ns- ara themsalvcs. the ones who 
as a r~le env~_s.age the further steps they feel should.· be. take1~· 
Th_ey d~. not wait for .a potential enemy to react before th·sr 
react against their own creations." 

Organisational ·imperatives _are _particularly developed by 
those apparata which on thee basis ··or an. exClusive spedalisation 
(iike in the case of the aerospace industry) have l;leen active 
at the most advanced front in the dev_elopment of better armament 
technologie~. As has been proyea by empirical analyses, the 
research, development, experimenting, production and implemen
tation phases of major weaponi- sy13tems do follo>~ a very rigid 

.sequential scheme within .given research anq production plants, 
not affected by the vicissitudes in the development of inter
national politics. The the.orem ~f the so-called follow-up im
perative attempts to cir,c;um,scribe- this fact-; it explicitly states 
1•hat has been taken for granted in the context of the pre
vailing security policy and: what has- led to. a forced arming of 
t"he participants, respectiv.ely: namely that defenso ndmini-stra;
tions and those social forces involved in the security and de
fense business usually .put much effort into the maintenance of 
keeping once established research and production plants going 
since an intorruption, of. the work in these institutions. is con-
sidered intolerable by-the political and military elites due 
to the long ·lead-tim~ rcquirer.wnts of mo"dern 1-ioapo·n technoloe;y_; 

The interdependenbe.of interest alliances and technological 
innovation ill)pUlses,. which to a.large extent are predetermined 

.. / .. 

, 
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by.th9se_interestp,_ has to be interpreted as the most decisive 
link "i·n~··th~· configuration of social, forces, ,political ins.ti tu
tions and" publically relevant. ideologies "which.all toget,lier con-
siderably d.etermine armanient._.dynamics,. today~ ·.. . 

. : . ''· . ' 
_., . 

The .order of magnitude of armamen,t policies, at least in. 
highly industrialised sopie.ties, has led in many instances to an 
auto-<!;[.JClamic gro>lth of. th<;>. security apparata to a degree which 
sometimes does not even make .any. more sense within the conventional 
securi.ty policy. rationales~ .The ·p.roblem of overspending and 
underaccomplishing is, apart. from the. ge.neral. cost explosion, 
intrinsic to the military apparata of the. giyen Sil!le• It is not 
so much a problem of civil-ml.li.tary relationship but rather the 
impossibility .of .an efJectiV:e co_n.trol of org:a*isat.ions whose 
size is, in budgetary terms,,,_~r most instances l.arger than. th<:>. 
GNP of many advanced. countri'~·s·~. This can also be· clearly· seen· 
in an analysis of: contemporal;-:y. defense planning:_ the latter. 
tends today to be fairly rea'ctive. to developments .. w.hich result. 
from- the interconnections between interest alii"aiice"s and, 'tech-· 
nological progress; it has· hardly any operati,;.e. function i'n 
such rational d.iscussi.ons of security pof.icy options in which. 
·the substance 0 f the discussibn \;ould deliberately. not . remain. 
fixated to the. premises ~f the c.om~entionai do"Ctrines·'·.br··mutual 
deterrenc·e and threatened retaliation. As long as segments o,f ,'. 
_the milij;ary apparata are not. go:ing to be completely eliminated 
under an .. ·increasing cost ... pressure,- and manifold missions of . 
the armed services will be perpetuated also in middle-.size_d,· .• ~:;
states, defense planning necessarily leads to a policy of · · · 
muddling through. Also in Europe such a costly muddling through 
can be increasingly observed. i.n the existing app_arata. It 1·1ill 
·be intrinsic to the.m as long as there is' no ini:isi ve. reorien
tation both in mis"sions and in the organisatio"n o.f. th"e military 
built up during the Cold War. · 

In the past twenty years the inflation~like growth of 
the military apparata has. been legitimised 'by general doctri.nes 
which. ~<ere supposed to represent a common denominator o.f many 
specific strategic programs. Es.sential parts of these.· programs 
hp.ve been m.otivated, apart from the already mentl.oned doctrine 
of deterrence, by_ so-called balance of power doctrines and the 
doctrine of stability, and in the West .. particularly by- the. 
doctrine of.superiority and most recently of parity and
~ufficiency. To.a large extept, these. doctrines are not new; 
they have been already_ common frames. of legitimisation of 
national mili tp.ry pohcies:::before ·.1945. ·Th.e ·partia).ly pperative 
function they had before World ·War .·II ·has;· :ho~<eve-r ,: been ·lost . 

. in the ·race of tremendously increasing overkill capabiliti~~ . 
iri the last 10 to 15,years. So the.attempt to reach some level: 
of superiority has become, even in terms of contemporary ·· 
military_ strategy, irrational; nc,metheless th0 confinuous arming 
and rE> arming ha"s been legitimised by simple ratl.onaliahons ... 
like that a orice achieved position of strength."and s)lpilriority 
should not be given up, and that numerical l.nferiority can not 
be tolerated (which is absurd on the given level of overkill 

.. ·capabilities). o o/ o • 
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It 'must be clearly noticed that the doctrines of military 
balance and military stability have, at various points in the. 
last twenty years and under most different contexts, justified 
completely different ·concrete· security po·licy measures. This can 
·easily be u~~erstood if.one considers :thes~ ddetrines·as psycho
£!.trategies .and not so ... nitich. . .'a.er::_str.at.egi.e.s rel.ated to .pr.e.cise 
hardviare ca).ctiiations. Strategic doctrines :are bes.t' ·ur1ifers'tood· · 
as political>.wea.pons. So .nuclear-strategic stiperiorfty has ·in 
the' wci.S.t. :been. assumed as the basic criterium fat :.stability and 
balance 11hich has then turned the United State~·irdoci e.'n·· 'over-· . 
sophisticated pacemaker ·or· th·e· international ·arms··race for. 
nearly 20 years; otherwise·· the many lament os of:representa-tives 
from Western: ·defense ·administrations in the face. of massive 
Soviet nuc:lear strategic and navy deployment programs after ~967 
cannot be ·understood •. :The .achiE;ving· of a kind of n.umerical-,. 
quanti tat'i ve nuclear strategic balance beti;een East and West-. 
in ·th.e late·· sixties ·and early seventies has .. been· thus· in:the .. 
\vest. quite con.sist~ntly cri'ticised as a serious undermining .of 
"stability" and· 11 bal'a.hce 11 • ·other examples' could' be added.· They 
all ·sho11 that those dbct'rines do not have, in any stri·ct sense: 
of the term, an' operative moaning; 'they ·rather ·represent ex ·:post 
.facto· rationalisatioiui' :of those situations· which in one. forrii:'qr
the 'other favour ·either numeri'cally or just politically· the 
very side >lhich happens to propagate· these very do.ctrines.· They 
thus repres:ent instrum·ents of propaganda and means .. of~:timi
sati'2_!f.1 not ·guidelines fo·r a rational argumentation ·.about se- . 
cur.i ty problems. · · · · . - .. . .• . 

At this po'int· we would like to ask whether the 'characteri
sation of the contempo'rary arms race as a prominently guali t·at.ivE. 
one and Hhether the discussion of the factors 1·1hich fuel national 
armament policies are a sufficiant basis for the explanation of 
armament dynamics. 

If one could cl·early interprat ·.the· arms race and· the ·.national 
armament inputs into i't o'nly as a function of certai.n sti·bsystems 
of the nations·involved in it, the.que.stion could be easily ans
wered pos.i tiV:ely: with no res.tri.ct.ion.· But even if one would assume 
certain addi tfonill ,.dr even essential· nonm.ilitary societaL functions 
of armaments as basic impulses of the ·arpl.s race. the three :ractors 
mentioned above c:ould.still partly explain the direction·ahd the 
intensity ·ql' armament policies and to a certain degree also the 
size~of the defense apparata. We should· explicitly state here 
that .these phenomeria, can presently·. be egually observed both -in 
capital-±.st. .<3.lld :in··so.cialist countries. These factors are quite 
clearly not system-independent in their origin, but their ·practical 
consequences and implications,. in the frame of an ongoing political, 
ideological and socio-economic antagonism beh1een East and ··West, 
can be·labeled as·system-neutral. Their effects are independent 
of different condi tiohs o·f societal raproductions; concretely 
speaking·, .. "the:i'· are independent of certain basic premises of ca-
pitaiist 'and socialist social orders. ·.·. ..:' 

.. / .. 
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,There ·ar~·, ·of 'cours·e.·,· certain "very impoz:tant specific im
pulses .. of armainent dyn~mics wliic.h cannot be compared across the 
borders ;,f . .i'·ifferent social' orde'rs a'nd. ··which constitut'~ additional 
momenta of inertja" .in tlie ·:growth patterns of armament p;,licies. 
For e:X'ample ther . .-, has been. mu'ch .discussion on socio-economic 
.functions of armaments ·~n capi t.,.li"~t states, and such. function 

. have been well documented; 'the'ie' has. b.-,en' also some discussion 
on the ruie-preservi'ng h..rid disciplininti ru~ctions of ·mili·t;;.ry 

. apparata in ~apitalist .states. Rule-'prcse·rving and, intra:..societal 
and inter...:nation'al disciplining' fu'nctions o'f 'niili tary appat-ata 
in socialist· co'uritries· have. been 'observc·d a't ma'ny. in.stance·s· as 
well ii.s 'the partici.llar . interests of. the party. persoriel. in power 
to use' the· military apparata for their' o1.m: aims .• An empirical· 
approach to further analyses of such· so'ci'etal ·functions of 'rrtili
tary· apparata'· c'ould 'start ;.nh a functional analysis:'cif armament 
expenditures and Hi th a discussion of the acttial use as' well' 
as the threatened use of the military to b.e implemented under 
cer'tain qualified conditions. The postwar "history. off:ers ·for :such 
,• , I • • -. , • · · , ,• • :. • · • ' ) ·r 

arialysc·s · ri'c.h ·'intil'-as_ocictal .and' international materials. 'A· de-
taii'ed ··ahalysis ·of these fi.mctions of arrrlamentei''is not the ob
ject o'r- bur present :study ·since we .are in~re intereste·d in. the. 
analytical elabo'rati..'on cf. congruent' 'and 'J.e·s.s i'n the analysis'· of 
speciffc ·armament dynamic imptilseif. ·such. a lim.:Ct·ed orientation 

· in our. arguments can be .1\articuiariy. justified by the fact that 
the defense apparat in 'k:n· major scicieties :liaiie become treriie.n.'aously 
insensitive to the ·undeniable political chari'gcs in.' the· _East.-'West 
conflict; We 1iell know that· s·uch. a substantive restrictii>n in· 
our arguments'· 'i_s· ve'r.y .. problema'tic; but we >10uld lik'e to. ~mphasise 
that it is not at all arbitrary. In as much as conflict poten
tials with warlike implications have also develo.ped amo.ng so-, 
ci.alist s;bi'tes, th'is 't'ype {)·f analysis' rrieri ts· also speCial at ten-

: tion. ih studies' which are 'c'onsidered Mar'xist. . ' '' 
..... . ... ' •. .: ·; -~ . . . ·'.. ,) 

w-•·••·•-••-•··•-••• '•• '•••• '•'' 0 • 

Let us· summarise our arguments. elabo'rat.ed s.o far~ The-·· 
, • ' . . , I·· . 

resume of what can be known today about the making of armame11t 
policies and about the dynamics of 'the internati'onal arms .race can 

·be _state!l in_ two general_ 'ohserv'ations. · · 

1. The international arms race is .. far· lt>.ss dictated.', from the 
outsiP,e than has been propaga'na'izeii· by the' defense apparata, 
and. it has been far less. o.th~r-_di!.ected than. m.e>st social .. 
_scientists have a·ss_umed ·in· the 'fl.ftieth ·and ·sixtieth; essenti
@.Y: the international' ar.ins. race 'has be.en inner-directed, e.g.' 
it has been more ftieled by int.ernal than by ex'l;ernal forces. 
By implication, -th-8 arms. race has been hardly a competition 
between 'hro antagonists' closely synchronised by a reciprocity 
of their behaviour; it has· been not so· much a ·race bebreen 
tlm antagonists but rather a 'ra.ce of the partiCipant states 
with' 'themselves; respectively: a race which has taken place 

· · ih the frame of the" specific. ni3.tional armament programs bet
~<een those ci vii' military' indu.strial' administrative and. 
scient'ific. groups involved in national· armament policies. Such 
characteristics have been parti'culil.rly a. result o.f the on,:· 

. . . . . . . . I'! - . . . . . . ' J 

going qualitative arms race.- What can be hardly observed.· 
•. -:~ .• i .• _ ~- .I. ~:: -· I . . . . 
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beb1een the antagonists, namely a tight action-reaction spiral, 
can be documented in many respects \·Ji thin particular nations. 
Actiori~react"ion ·pr:ocesses·, ·>ini·ch· ha-ve ·been the: c·ore of so many 

.::arm~·.;a~e· models, do 'exist, but not 'in the :·cont·e·xt in >~hich they 
·-~·have usually been ··assumed so . far. The actiori:..re.act:ion scheme 

·rather characterizes ·the development of certain types of Heapons 
systems ·.(like bombers· vs; missiles) or the development of indi-
vidual armament t.cchno·logies within certain i-1eapon systems (like 

.·the dev-elopment of· Minuteman-I· to Minutemari-II t·o Minuteman Ill
missiles). The action-reac.tio·n-s.cheme also chariicte·rizes the 
·manifold political,·. military' strategic' ·adininistrati ve and' . 

. industrial p"ro·cesses- l<hich can be ·observed ,;i thin military 
alliances.· To summarize, this·schenie characterizes s'Uch 
types of interna-l' ·interact:i:ori patterns far more than the 
trahshational or' interna:tional interaction patt·erns between 
the antagonists. 

2. The· second observation· >ihich can ·be·· formulated about the. presont 
international· arins race consists in its redundant causation·• The 
emphasis on such redundant causa-tion. is of great importance ·since 
redundantly caused·· phenomena can not be' altered by::·.:,cirkl.ng ·o·n ono 
or only a· few of its ·--consti tutiv·e ··causal impulses.-'· Trarisfobnat"i.on 
strategies· which: aim at ·overcoming the present· arms ra9e 'have 
therefore to be more bro·adly concc·ptu·alised · th.an· conve·id:;i.oiial arms 

·race control measures;· In e.s ·much as the ·loosening--up of ··enemy 
fixations does no't· presently lead to an inroad· into the ·gro\:1th 
patterns o·f the defense a):>parata·, the coiwentional arms con"t:i-ol 
measures are· not apt at ·res-tricting tne· qualitative ·perpetuation 
of these·apparata; 

Aside frorit this type of· redundant· causation,·. a further notion has 
to be ·mentioned to which ~;e·. would' like tei ·refer· as the· configura
tive causality of the gro,;th patterns of defEmse a· arata (and 
thus, by implication,· of arms race·· dynamics· • Conventional causal 
schemes have conceptualized causality in terms of the sequential 
interaction of independent', intervening and· ·dependent variables. 
Configurative causality is quite different from that type .of . .-·one·
dimensional causality in as much as··synchronous· and ·diachronous 
analyses about total phenomena .. like the contemporary defensc 
apparata sho,; that all possible causal interactions a~d causal 
sequences (for example between the thr"ee decisfve··var:i,ables of 
armament. policies like ar!:lament interests, armam·ent technologies 
and armament .ideol·ogies) ·can be observed· simu·ltaneously .with 

_·no __ ·clear-cut 1 one-dimensional rigid sequential· patterns ·pre
, · vailing. ·Na:tu,ally ,_ i!l :the biography. of indiiridual. weapons 
, ·systems a clear ·weighting· o'f these· factors in :territ"s of .conven
.tio·nal bi- or multivariate causal models ·can never'theless .be 
determined. So it can be clearly sho,;n in the biography of some 
>leapon systems that industrial interests were v.ery decisive in 
initiating a new. wE>a:P.on. program. aild that the technological in-

. novation has been "the result of· such ·a deve·lopment, whereas in 
the development ·of· other ,Jcapon 'systems very ofteri' just the 
contrary cah be":•obse;rve·a, nainely tha't a· on:ce achieved technolo-
gical ·innovation will-be occupied by specific .armament' irit·erests 
which then formulate c·ertain o:mtingency pl;ui~ >ii th the' help of 

·:-.: --·-·•· · •o/o .. 
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which this program looks indispensable to .fill certain gaps in 
the existing weapon arsenals. _The fact that all of these types 
of.interactions do take place at one and the sam:.; time and.over 
tim·e bet'ween the political and military administrations, the 
armed servi•ce:s,. the armament' industries, the technology and 
scientific·· laboratories and so fG>i:-th represents· a real challenge 
for any ·kind .of conventional causal ex'planation of armament 

.. dynamics •. We try to com·e to grips with these phenomena by the 
. .notion-of confif51:1rative causality,. th:e·,understandingof 11b,ich 
is .very de<':isiv.e' for an adequate analysis, o:f -~he grol•th patterns 
of armament· po·licies, as well as· for the understanding· of the 
inertiae and momenta built into these apparata. ' · · · ··· 

. i. '•1 

This observation has ah important and highly_relevant im
plication. Arms control policies which are aimeq at real de
creases of armament efforts c~n only· be· $ucdessful with respect to 
such c~mfiguratiy_e_ly caU:SEid as well as· ·sgstained p<\li tical and 
soci'al' 'institutions :like 'the defense···al?parata if, and only if, 
they combine a: plurality o·f•measures ·and ·st'eps. The -11ar system 
has its own redundantly ·cau·sed dynamics. Where .isolated .arms. 
control policies. are pursued. w:i,thiri" suc"li.. a system, they naturally 
remain.affected by this· dynamic.· Arins control then does not re
present any counterweight ·.·to· the arms ·race, but it rather rem~ 
a mere ~eflex of the prevailing armament dynamics. If arms con
trol policies would aim at the structural change of the context 
of security policies,: this would ·only be possible if on -the basis 
of a:!Jolilprehensive strategy of peace-promotion, firi;it elements 
of a ;peace structure would· be built' up whic_h themselves >tould 
have to develop· a·· dynamics of their own;Such strategies which 

, . r. : 
finally would promote the changing of traditional security . 
policies have to approach the problem'at many spots and in many 
directions. They have to be more complex than tb.e'traditional 
deterrence and security-strategies. They_have to.':take off from 
rather variegated action'premises:" from unilateral, multilat~rcal 
and gradualistic. They have to be many-dimensional .since it ·can 
be expected ... that the 'gro>tth of peace .structures will only be 
succCis.sful ·.again·s·t the resisting forces 'or"''th.e armament system 
if. Ho 1·1iii"':be :deliberately promoted by -many :i)olitical, socia·l·, 
economic and socfal-psychological, including individual, impulses. 

-The conventiona'l arms coritrol policy equals at·:· the best a 
palliative. In the case of -the· ~ost recent arms control .t~eaty, 
the so--called· SALT-agree·mertts from spring 1972, it can be .de
monstrated, like in previo·us" case's of arlils 'control measures, 
that the autonomous Probability of the developmimt ·trends of 
~~s.race have not been affected very muchL_o:ne might even 
argue that this ·agreement will consti tut·e ·a lever for the on
going aualitative arming of those nations which signed the agree
mento 

Arms control policies. could constitute· one cif several-direct 
stra:tegies for the solutidri of· imminent armament and -.6ecuri ty 
prob~ems:, if they would re'a'lly reach a dynami.cs of 'thei-r: m•n- · 
within a policy of peace promotion deliberately aspired.to. 

·.~- \,. ,:o:-~-~,."' 
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Und.er pr.es~nt conditions this would be only possible with the 
hGlp of massive intGrferencGs int'l. the research and development 
programs by whic.h. so far the arms race has been• continously 
pushed ahead •. One could only talk about succes.sful. arms control 
measures. if these qualitative dimensions of the ,contemporary 
arms race 1<ould be really controlled with the final result of 
a containment and cut. do1;n of nat.ional armament policies; e., g. 
arms coritr.ol measures have to, be evaluated not ·on .the basis of 
their symbolic value, but.by the.degree to which they really 

.represent.aneffeCtive,inroad int~ those factors which. were. ana·· 
lyzed in the previous paragraphs •. 

Even in that instance, arms control policies vill·only over
step dec·isive thresh.olds if such.a,·strategy is part of a cotit·
preheilsive ·peace policy which 1-1ill.have to be composed of many 
compo11ants, among others also ~f so-called round-about stratel'ii'?."'.• 
By th&se the ar~ament sector will not be affected directly; they 

·rather.aim at the bui~d-up of, peace-promoting structures without 
wh:lqh a distarge:t.ing of the deferise apparata will not C<Jme' 'a\iout. 
Iri'this· respect ~;e particularly think about peaca.,-promoting 
·ineasUres .. in 'the area of socialization and about reorientcitions in 
·t.he all·ocation o'f sn·cial :resources geared to new. societal pri.-
.ori.t_i-€~~- ~, 

.,_ .. - .. 

If one acc.epts .·m6st- .c,:f· the observations .which we: .have made 
in this paper so far, the question remains of course why th0re 
have b0en any detente: effbrts at all in the face of SUCh a 
policy of ongoing armall)!"l'\ts. How is the one aff0cted by the other 
and hov have arms control measures of the conventional type to 

. be evaluated in this context.? viG would like to gi v.e here only 
a very apodictic ans1;er. In th.e face of a growing critique of 
traditional arms race ra'tional,izEl,tions, arms control measures 
of the conventional ty~a have basically two essential functions. 

·First, theY contribute to the. further jmrsuit.o.f.giirenarmament 
policies and partii::l,llarly·,,f the qualitative modernization of 
existing weapon technologies j seccmd, they serve. a symbolic 
function in as.much as they contribute to a new basis of legi
timacy for an, old policy. If this interpretation tends t,o be 
correct, then arms ~6ntrol p~licies and also parts of tho de
tente policies would not represent a transitional phase from 
the Gold War to a·, VJr)rldvdd.k or European peac0 order but rather 

. an instrument for the preservation of conventi.onal security 
policies a~d the present defense appa;,ata. In that case all 
these Gnterprises would finally only contribute to new rationales 
for old doctrines _arrd ··e-xhr:ting apparata. If this is so,. the;,_e' 
would be tremend(ms'·Timi·t-s ;.'f()r ariy structtira'l and contextual 
change. .. 

This thesis needs not to be completely correct in its 
apodictic formulation; nevertheless it can not be ,toe' easily 
falsified, not because it. would be principially impossible to .. 
pro've ·or disprove it,, but rather because ,there are· too. many 
empirical o_bservatio.r>s .i.ncluding those summarized in this 
paper which seem to justify caution about any kind of optimism 
with respect to deep changes in contemp-orary military strategies 
and armament apparata.. *** 


